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ti11'®
b

STANDARDS

IMPROVED
it

OF

ACCURACY

Modern styling in light
grey with legible black
engraving.

RELIABILITY

Constructed to withstand adverse climatic
conditions.

The Mk. 4 MULTIMINOR is an
entirely new version of this famous

Avo instrument and supersedes all
previous models. It is styled on modern lines, with new high standards of

Ever ready case including leads prods and

clips.

Improved

accuracy, improved internal assemblies, and incorporating panclimatic
properties.
fhe instrument is supplied in an attractive
black carrying case, which also houses a pair
of leads with interchangeable prods and clips,
and an instruction booklet. It is packed in an
attractive display carton. Robust real leather
cases are available, if required, in two sizes,
one to take the instrument with leads, clips
and prods, and the other to house these and
also a high voltage multiplier and a d.c. shunt.

internal

assemblies.
Re -styled

easy

scale plate for

rapid

reading.

basic scales each
2.5 inches in length.
2

New standards of accur-

acy usingan individual

calibrated scale plate

d.c. ranges 2.25% f.s.d.
a.c. ranges 2.75% f.s.d.

Available accessories include a 2500V d.c.
multiplier and 5, 10
and 25A shunts for
d.c. current measurement.

:S"

i

MULTIMINOR

Resistance: 0-2M12 in 2 ranges using I.5V cell.
-IA f.s.d. in in5 ranges
d.c. Voltage ranges.
-1,000 f.s.d. 5 ranges Sensitivity: 10,00052/Vonon a.c.
A.C. Voltage:
Voltage ranges.
1,00052/V
ranges.
6
in
f.s.d.
-1,000
D.C. Voltage:
-IOOmV f.s.d.
D.C. Millivolt range 0
For full details of this great new pocket size instrument, write for descriptive leaflet.

LTD

D.C. Current:

100µA f.s.d.
10V f.s.d.
2.5V f.s.d.
:

AVOCET HOUSE -

92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD

MMI7

ADC O L P%
(Regd. Trade Mark)

SOLDERING

EQUIPMENT

LONDON

S.W.1

-

Victoria 3404 (12 lines)
ROUr

!`

"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN
FRONT

STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . . . ABSOLUTELY UNNECESSARY . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with
Mains of 180/265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
.

Conditional Free Trial,

S.A.E. details.

DESIGNED

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES

FOR

ALL TYPES

ALL RADIO

12"
14"

... E5. 0.0-1 For
now ...
... E5.10.0 .Single
17" now
... E8. 0.0 J Tubes
...
21" now ...
ALL C.W.O.-TRADE SUPPLIED

ENGINEERS

to

Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers --Reducing to:
21 "-147'6
12"-8716;
14" 17"-9716;
FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

APPLY CATALOGUES:

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES

-

(Guaranteed

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.

ADCOLA HOUSE,
GAUDEN ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.4.
TELEPHONE: MACAULAY

4272 & 3101

TELEGRAMS: SOLIOINT, LONDON, S.W.4.

12

months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

April, 1965
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131
KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
LONDON, S.W.I9.
'Phone: C H Errywood 3955 and
EKCO FERRANTI L.O.P. T. HOUSINGS. Top half only.
Brand new. Bulk purchase offer. ONLY 416 each. P.P.

With Instructions.

02/50/-

only30/Rl

..

..

..

A, 0311.9:31, 983, 934. 9:I5
940, 942, 9424. 94:3. 944. 946
-

..

..

937, 938, 9:14A, 9391'A

..

..

..

..

50/-

at

52/-

at

DECCA
D911, D913/C, DM3, 11704, 0114 C. DllS, D9114. 143117, 444, 355 at
1111:35. 143146. D1155, 119150
al
D3121C, DJIf,21
..
..
at
,.
..
..
..
DIt1U, y7114T9'777. 1?1:TV01i6 ..
u,
..
..

DYNATRON

52/6

60/-

6S/53/70!79/6

45/-

EKCO
1'4208,

TC209- 1209/1, '1'211, T231, T2311', 7'249, T..,, 9,
T1207/1, 'í283, 1284, '1`293, T311, T310, 'I'1:1':31,1, T326. 'í:i7,
T330,

'r3301, T331

..

.

T9Ill272, T344, 'í3441,, 'l'::44, 'í3431. T:356, T('312

.

.

a1

65/at
t

103T, 105'C, 113T, 1:3.ST, 112T, 143T. l45T, 990T, 991'1', 9921'
993T, 994'1', 99.31'. 99131'. 997T, 994T. 9.49T
2031', 2)11, 205T, 200'l'. 2141, 236T, 236T, 244T, 2-461` ,,
l's/..1 only whet) available
at
..
..
..
..
30.íT, 307'1', :31.11', :3171
..
..
at
..
. ,
.
.

..

3116T, 13118T

408T, 408T', 417T,
000 8erl..+ 004T

..
4361'.
..

..

.

..

,

..

..

..

4:381', 415T, 4071

..

4W-

'1':31:3. T312F'.

EMERSON
1:700, E701, E704, F708, Port-O-Rala 17117
E709, E710, 1:711. Thest are supplied a+ an r3rha>rr unit or
be supl,lird as an Insert
FERGUSON

'

£3.15, 19", E4.10. Carr. & Ins. 1216. No C.O.D. C.W.O. only.

This Includes 70°, 900, 1100 types.

ALBA
T641, T644, 'í724P31, T7441'31
al
..
..
T655, T909. T717
..
..
..
BEETHOVEN
12106, B109. 203
al
..
..
..
..
BUSH
TV.i:i. TV50, TV57, T`'GS4. M59. TCG59, TWOS, TV63 TV60.
TV07, TUl;6S, 1109. 'ì U1;69.
These an: supplied as inserts
COSSiIh

3513

REBUILT C.R. TUBES. All makes. All with 12 mths. guarantee.
To the highest possible standards. 12", £2.10, 14", £3, 17",

.

ai
a1

at.

FERRANTI
1

4T2. 1473, 14T3F, 14T4, 14T4F, 1475, 14T6, 17K3, 17K3F, 1773.

17139'. 17114, 17)6411, 17R5, 17864, 178114F 17K6, 17965,
17810. 1774, 17T4F, 17T5, 17T6. These are supplied as inserts

..
T11004,11005,
..

at
at
at

"1,11

'l'I"01, 7100.1., T1002/1,
T11113. T11r23,

T1024, T1027

11011

.-

--

H.M.V.
1465, 1089
1070. 1371,

1872:1873,1874,.
872, 1873, 1874,1875,

,_

1876

at

.,

at

MARCONI
91'155. V'rIsa
MURPHY

at
at.

V273-280
V310-310, 330, 350
4711-5411

6.19-759
PETO SCOTT
144A. TIt16,

30/65f -

27/6

30/65/48/50/-

178A, TV1418,

-,

65/-

at
at

1010
1913
1021. 102:1

.,

..

..

..

..

W111762, V1763, V1764, V21-50, V'21-á2,

..

..

,..

117-70, V17.71, V17.72, V17-73, V17.74, V17.75
9'1780. V17-81, V17.82, V17í3
,.
..
19-0, VI9.84, V19-85
...
..

..

1_31.80, %"23-84

COILS

S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION

48/8

72/-

-2/0
751-

at

REGENTONE
'I'11, 10-6, 10-4, 10-17. Inserts only
ULTRA
1453, \'P14.53, V15.60, V1700, V1752, 11723, 11760

S:

50/-

at 05/ -

PHILCO

WE HAVE MANY THOUSANDS MORE L.O.P.T.S. AND

48/-

11418, 11419,

178A, TV1410,

'1'91716. T9'1719, TV1720
The -e are supplied as inserts only.

0'1:17132

-

at 90Iat 72/at 90/at. 90/at 22/-

410-1211

0)1111.

481-

10/48/65/-

NEW

at

30/ -

at
at
at
at
at

42/9

42/6
601-

52/8

42/0
..
..
80/..
.. at
at 651..
..
...
..
USED.
PLEASE
SEND
AND

TELEVISIONS -EX -RENTAL. All B.B.C./I.T.V. I4in. from £4.10.0. I7in. from
£7.10.0 21in. from £12.10.0.
All with written 12 months GUARANTEE on
Cathode Ray Tubes. GENUINE BARGAINS, CALL OR WRITE TODAY.
VALVE LISTS -NEW VALVES. ALL CHECKED ON MULLARD HIGH
GUARANTEED

5U4/G
5Z3
66G6¡G
6SN7GT
6V6
0C1

DAF91
DAF96

6'3
3'-

DF9I

5,6
7,6

0C2
OFI
OP13
OP14

9BG6, G
20D1
20F2
20L1
20PI
20P3
20P4

275U
30C15
30P4
30P12
30PL I
30PL13

3

5,6
5,3

2'6
6'9,6

6'-

4r4,6
7,6

6,10,12,6

7,6
7,6
5,6
6,6

7,6

MONTHS.

DF96

DH77
DK9I
DK96
DL92
DL94
DL96
DY86
EABC80

SPEED TESTER, AND
POSTAGE AND PACKING VALVES 6d. EACH.
ECH42

6'8,7,8,-

ECH81
ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL86

4/9
72-

El5,-

EI-41

EF80
ÈF85
EF86
EF89

5, -

6,6

: F9I

EBC4I

5'6

E

B91

FBF80
EBF89

S2-

51-

EF92
EF41
EL84

ECC8I

4,-

EM34

ECC82
ECC83
ECC64
ECC85

4,6

EM81
EYSI
EY86

ECFSO

CF82
ECH21
E

5,5'6
5'5'6

PABC80

5,6/6

6'6

PCC84
PCC89
PCF80
PCF82
PCF86
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85

7,6

PL33

2'3'6

PL36
PL38
PL8I
PL82

5 r-

7,7'6
8'6
6'3
2'6
4'6

716

6'6
7,5,5,-

716

7'6
7'6

GZ34

616

PY82

U I9I
U301
U801

101-

9/6

9'6
15,-

5,4,6

616

UBF89

71717171616
81-

I0,-

71-

10'3/6

PY81

U26

61-

10,-

7'-

416

5'6

PY800
PZ30
U24
U25

UABC80
UAF42
UBF80

PY31

5/6

-I

6'6
6'6
6'6

3'4'6
6'-

Z40-41
E Z80-81

6'.

616

PL84

PL83

PY32
PY33
PY80

E

41 -

We are open from

7'6
6'6

416
316

UCC84
UCC85
UCF80
UCH42
UCH8I
UCL83
UL84
UU8
UY4I
UY85

6'6

9,6
61-

9,6
S I6r -

a.m. to 6 p.m.
p.m. on Wednesdays.
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves.
TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S. and S/Coils, 3/-. C.O.D. 51-.
SERVICE SHEETS. TELEVISION ! ! ALL MAKES AND MODELS 41-, P.P.3d.
9
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BENTLEY

ACOUSTIC

April, 1965

TELEVISION

LTD.

CORPORATION

THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS
EXPRESS SERVICE::

All goods

9/6
0112
6/074GT 4/3
111
9/6
11tá
4/185
3/6
114
2/3

60116

60W4
6113

601
6013

6733

5/- 1OLD11 9/6 35W4

24/- 10013 8/3 3573
16
9/6 10714 11/6 35741-1T 4
9/6 121(16 8/6 3575(1T S

0

3/9 13AD6

9/6 5085

8 6

6/3 121E6

6/- 3005

6

9/6 121117 5/- 501.667' 6 3
21)21
4/6 121118 10/9 72
5/0 6.17(1
6
2X2
1/3 1.2116 4/8 85AS
6 6
3/- 6670
315
6/0 61480
3/3 12A116 5/9 5010 67
3Q5GT 7/- i6.9GTM8/6 12AV1: 6/6 90AV 67
384
4/6 63725 24/- 1211:16 5/9 9001
16
304
5/3 GLI
10/- 1'38E2 4/9 9000 42/
511409 8/6 6L6OT 7/- 1211117 6/- 9609 42
51146
4/6 127161M 5/6 1265 10/- 150(32 161
1040
8/- 61,18
10/- 19AQ5 7/3 1858134/1
5 05GT 4/9 601E20
6/- 866A
5/6 (9 11
12/
10/- 5763
5/.3
0/6 6020
11/6 20611
7/
2/9
57.40
7/0 0011)
4/- 2072
11/6 7475
òA8
5/9 6317G
5/3 201.1
1216 ACOPEN 4/
6/'
6107
3/- GOL7GT 5/3 2001
12/8 17.31
6107
12/- A741
5/9 60517(3T 4/- 2003
6/
61415
5/9 61140T 8/6'2004
13/0 (336
41
6ÁT6
3/9 69611
3/9 201'S
12/3 ('L33
11/
6106
4/9 0931
5/8 6X4
3/9- 25101
5/
6AVG
5/0 6X5611 4/0 231.40
7/- 11109(1 6/61;16
4/8 6/301.2 0/- 237.001 8/- LOU 10/
61E6
4/0 7(36
12/8 27811 23/3 61016 15/
6B600 13/6 787
6/
9/0 30018 10/8 1)090
68116
5/3 705
8/- 30(5
5/9 1)797 101
61316
5/6 7083
8/9 :í11L15
9/3 011101 25/
6BQ7A 7/6 7117
5/9 301'4
12/3 0/110716/1
6113(7
8/3 7117
7/8 111492
8/
12/8 3071.2
681t8
8/- 794
5/- 30719 12/3 1.1E96 6/
613196
8/9 OBW6
9/6 SOP1.1
8/6 DL68 15/
613997
5/- 1001
8/9 3071.1412/6 11L72 15/
(iu9
10/9 10112
12/3 3505
8/3 0L90
6/
60060 19/- 1001 10/- 35LGGT 6/- D3170 5/
Terms of buemesa:-Caeh p 4th order or C.O.11. only.
l'ostage/l'acking 6d. per em O es. ers over £3 post
free. C.O.D. 3/11 extra. Any parcel Insured against
damage In transit for only 6d. extra. All orders
despatched on day of ecclat. Callers welcome
Mon.-í-70i. 8.30.5.50. Sate. 0.30.1 p.m.
6024

1

larger than a shirt button

No

9090

716

9/0 11.1.8(1 13/61 KIWIS 5/6
DY86
61- 11134 1116 9111134 7/6
0987
8/- ECU* 8/6 0,1171 15/6 3111013612/0
1803' 241- EOLO3 0/6 :1186
813 1(-71.2;(44/6
1.830
24/- (7( 316 8/9 61Itl1
7/- N:{7
1010
0,80(10 10/- 12)1,1,000
E37.14
6/9 578
20/El loF 19/6
26/2
20/2 3ík5tä7
818 6'109
EA50
30/1/6 1722
6/6 :5
710 (2/
0,1111080 5/0 0,036
3/3 3531 101- ('ÁB0.1` 0 6/9
EA042 7/0 EF37A 6/- 1951
5/0 061
2/6
11134
1/- EF40
6/0 :V81
7/3 7086
10/3
ER41
4/9 7,041
6/9 1903
9/2 7089
9/6
1742
4984
18'95
1891
2/3
3/9
9/0
6/9
016033 6/- 0,050
2/6 11980
5/0 7097
6/c
18041 8/6 1010
4/- 1999
815 70084 5/8
08081 5/9 0, 8.83
9/9 45'91
3/- 70085 8/9
113080 5/9 1085
4/0 1740
5/3 1.0008 10/6
Eß083 7/3 6086
8/6 1741
6/3 ('0099 8/0
0,ß1.-789
8/- E899
4/- 1080
3/0 70('10910/0
E81221 10/6 E001
3/- :7.81
4/6 1'('080 6/6
11053
12/6 E1499
2/6 17.3:1 17/0 00082 0/3
1070
4/9 E 095
4/9 :734
10/- 70084 8/6
8/0 1F97. 10/- 1737
14/6 182006 7/8
1092
(l'USI 7/3 9,090 10/- íAß0909/3 0:20801 10/1,5.140
00080210/7/- 1 F103 7/- 611,41111/
0,(0.01 3/0 00194 7112/- ('0080510/6
E(Á'82 4/6 1 0804 20/5 1L42111)
PC4'8(1617/6
4/8 E 1190.. 7/12/- 7CL82 6/6
(%01'83
1(1004 5/0 E 1432
5/9 637309 251- 19íL63 719
110085 5/9 F1.33
6/9 10132 8/3 701,84 7/6
110038 8/0 13.34
9/6 (0(621 8/0 l'CL95 7/0
ECCO!
3/- E1.36
8/9 K:T330 4/- ('CL86 8/8
1.0018911/6 EL41.
7/3 E138 28/1 7E145 7/370080 6/0 EL -12
7/0 01141
7/6 7(7245115
E01F52 6/3 1:481
8/3 6144
5/12/10086 11/8 8483
6/9 ET61
619 0EN-6 4/1.011.21 9/- E1.84
4/0 1T63
3/9 0E373.8310/3
E0(3:35 6/3 01.85
7/6 K166 12/3 í'E'1.20020/5
7/3 CT88 23/- 71:13
9/76'84.. 8/- 113.88
ECR931 5/9 13,91
2/0 KT%961 5/0 3'1.:36
6/.
16/.
7:('íi83 8318 RLOS
5/6 101'3022 6111 1'1.:18
We require or prompt eus settlement all types of
valves, loom or boxed, but MOST he new. Oilers
made by eturn.
1)1173

4

Output 250v. at t amp.

primrose

Nearest tube advertised are
Chalk Farm
in stock

SAME AFTERNOON

0A'2

MOLLARD ßY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIERS

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.1

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED

0/9 0,01184
6/0 601.80

I'I,Ol

818 1725

71,82
71.83

U20

5/3
6/7284
0/6
71900 15/0
71194
9/3

1-31

(33
035

1'37
91- 045

I'24

7/- 076
8/0 ('191
8/9 0251

('931

('132
7933
0090
7082

5/- ()182
5/- 0301
4/9 0404

('980

7/3 04620

l'VOI

519 0601

0.983

each

8/6 1'F86
7/6 0089
7/- I; L41
13/6 U1.44
18/0 1J1,46
29/- (11,84
15/6 11314
4/6 115134
0/8 ('5180
9/- U U6
12/3 1.1118
11/6 ['YIN
6/- 1"921
16/3 1:941
6/6 0985
V74

8/- 17111080 5/P9801 8/3 0Á042 7/7220
9/6 0141 10/6
(/VO4/7 7/- 1'8041 813
1660
15/- 013081 0/3
R17
17/8 08080 5/9
1718
9/6 013080 8/9
1119
6/0 ('81.21 10/8
8741
2/. (1092 8/3
8701
2/- 1.1('0$4 8/9
1.9800

9/- OA79
81- 0181

3/3/-

7/3 0019
23/3 Ol '22
8/6 0/25

2.31-

1512

23/10/8

6/- 0026
0020

16/10 OC29

0035

813

111- 0(136

11/6 0411
10/3 0049
7/9 00.45

5/

0005
5/- 0006

14/0 0070

1'l'4ß 12/-

25/12181918

21/8
0/4/9
9/9
22/8
251018

6/8

01171

011105 518 0079
V(1150 4/9 0( /3
30107 10/6 0074
W729 17/6 0(775
X41
10/- 0076

8/16/.
8/8/8/6
12/-

7/3 0077
20/8 OL98
11/4127/- 0041
OC81D 9/00080
0063
141
7/3
10/8/0083
T114I 10/- 0C1121 8/- Tranahfors
6/0084
81and diode'.
111233 019 (11'1142
1986F 11/8 U0(181 6/6 10102 27/6 00170 8/6
00171
1:l0
A0I14
U0L82
7/9
11/919/01.2/14 7/6 0CL83 8/- A0115 10/6 001'71 17/6
1116
15/- 0041
818 AF116 10/- MAT100 7/8
40 A0117 518 3011191 8I6
018/20 6/6 U0'42
8/3 0170
U1'2
5/0 U080
31- 5111120 7/8
024
6/8 0A73
3/- MAT121 8/6
12/6 IJ885
All goods are new first quality brands only and
subject to makers' full guarantee. We do not handle
manufacturers' seconds or rejects, wh'ch are often
deo'ribed a "new and tested" but which have a
l' tiled and unreliable life. Complete catalogue of
over 1000 valves actually In Mock, with resistors,

8025

27/2 ÚC081

X116

X18
X79
6/6 963
8/9 266

condensers, transformers, microphones, speakers.
metal rectifiers with terme of bueiuewn, 6d. poet free.

EX -RENTAL T.Y. SETS
Coloured FREE

»

guarantee
Channels for
areas.
AERIALS.

11B('2¡í'D9

,i

w

":;1.d

months written

all

/

£11.10.0
I4in.
£7.10.0

....,

'

12

17ín.

9vF'vrf/ysrv..

LIST. Demonstra- ï' c t'r
tions daily From / P
our large selection 7

t

14ín 21
Carr.l7in..
30fPersonal

~'

:;'
1

r

Collection

''

"-`

Advised

13110/1TA combined Loft and room a dale -from 25/,
and colour aerial.+ -from 26/6. SEND FOR FREE LIST

DUKE&CO.(LONDON)LTD. TELEPHONE
HANDSET

621/3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12
Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. -10 mins.
Phone: ILFord 6001/2/3. Stamp for Free List
List.

CONDENSERS.

15/6

Send for

1,000'3 available,

VALVES 9d. each.

100-10/, New. Assorted
& P. 9111.
20-10/-. A selection of types

pair

electron' tics nad pi's. P.
V/CONTROLS.
and sizes. I'. & P. 2/6.

SPEAKERS. 7/8. 6in., 810., 7 x 410. and 8 x 3(a.
1'. 2/3.
(7e. mid. Salvage. 1'.
SPEAKERS 12/9. Brand new. 7 x 4in. and 8 x
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TELEVISION CONSTRUCTORS
MANY readers will remember the tremendous enthu-

siasm for television just after the war, when BBC
transmissions were resumed from the old Alexandra
Palace station. For many people, this was their first
opportunity to see television and the chance to engage
in such frivolous and non -utility activities was a very
real realisation to a war -weary population that peace
(of a sort) was a definite fact.

Despite the austerity of the immediate post-war
years, many were better off financially than in. prewar days and were thus able to permit themselves the
luxury of their own TV set.
But there also sprang up a vast army of home
constructors and the kitchen tables of the nation rang
to the activities of enthusiasts converting war surplus
units into television sets. Thousands upon thousands
of these green-eyed midgets must have been built
and the demand for conversion literature was almost
insatiable.

The cult prospered for some time, aided by those
TV magnifying lenses which soon looked like
flattened yellow goldfish bowls. Even when the
novelty wore off, there was still a healthy interest in
more "conventional" home built sets using 9- and
12 -inch picture tubes.
But as straight sets gave way to superhets, as
circuitry became more elegant and requirements more
complex, the army of home constructors began to
dwindle. Moreover it became as cheap to buy as to
build. And the once energetic home constructors'
movement remained in the doldrums for a decade.
The amateur TV enthusiast found his outlets in
servicing, building test gear, in CCTV, etc. But once
again there are signs that a new angle has presented
itself to rekindle interest. This is no 1946 all over
again, but the practicability of transistor TV circuitry is at once an opportunity and a challenge to
the technical enthusiast.
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TV AT THE
IDEAL HOME

EXHIBITION

TELEVISION

has
received
much attention at this year's
"Daily Mail" Ideal Home Exhibi tion now on at Olympia, with
displays by the BBC, ITA and
independent
programme
the
companies and British Relay.
An unusual feature of the ITA
stand is a demonstration of backprojection. Here, a television
picture is projected on to the
back of a semi-transparent screen
which is open at the front to the
public. For material, a closed-circuit TV system relays pictures of
the crowd itself from a remote controlled camera to the projector.
British Relay have a colour TV
receiver on show and are featuring, among other things, their
participation in the pay -television
scheme to start in parts of London on an experimental basis
this year.
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A Face-lift
IN 1965. the Earls Court

for the Radio Show

Exhibition Hall is to see a successor to the
National Television and Radio Show of previous years. This year
the show has been organised by Industrial Trade Fairs Ltd., who
have given it the new title "The '65 Show ", or more formally, " The
'65 international television radio recordplayer disc taperecorder stereo
hi-fi and musical instrument show ". For this year, for the first time
ever, the organisers have abandoned the British -only policy and
are inviting foreign participation in the show.
The dates of the show are August 25th to September 4th, and the
doors will be opened to the public each day from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
except Sunday. Only one day of the show this year-August 24thwill be for " trade only " visitors.
As the full title of the show indicates, its scope will extend to take
in every form of sound and vision entertainment for the home.
During the Show there will be two 405 -line television transmissions
for relay to the stands, as well as one 625 -line demonstration channel.

The PTV Film Shaw
EVERY year,

PRACTICAL

-
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WIRELESS and PRACTICAL TELEVISION

imite their readers to attend a Film Show at the Caxton Hall,
Westminster, London, where films and talks of technical interest are
given for the audience of radio and television enthusiasts. This year's
show was held on February 5th,
and as usual attracted readers
from all parts of the country.
The organisation of the show
is in collaboration with Mullard
Ltd., who supplied the films and
the speaker for the evening, Mr.
DURING the course of 1965 the Independent Television Authority I. Nicholson. In the absence of
will bring into service seven new transmitters. The presence of
the Editor, Mr. W. N. Stevens,
these stations has made necessary slieht alterations in the original the chair this year was taken by
offset of the frequency from the normal at some transmitters, in the Assistant Editor, Mr. L. E.
order to avoid co -channel interference. The effect of these changes Howes.
in frequency on the tuning of television receivers, however, should
The show began with a
be very small.
film entitled
" The ElectroThe changes were made during February to seven ITA stations: magnet Waves ". This was
the other stations of the Authority's network will not be affected.
followed by a short illustrated
The new sound frequencies, in Mc/s, of the stations, talk dealing with some recent
followed by the new off -set in kc/s, are: Arfon 196.2575 (+7.5); cathode ray tube developments.
Emley Moor 195.2575 (+7.5); St. Hilary 196.2305 (-19.5); Black After some refreshments, the
Hill 196.2305 (--19.5); Presely 186.266875 (+16.875); Mendlesham audience returned to the Hall to
201.233125 (-16.875) and Durris 191.266875, (+16875).
hear a talk on " Current Topics
The new vision frequencies and offsets are as follows: Arfon and Present Trends ". The even199.7575 (+7.5); Emley Moor 199.7575 (+7.5); St. Hilary no change;
ing ended with Mr. Nicholson
Black Hill no change; Presely 189.766875 (+16.875); Mendlesham replying to a number of questions
204.733125 (-16.875) and Durris 194.766875 (+16.875).
put by members of the audience.

FREQUENCY CHANGES FOR
SEVEN ITA TRANSMITTERS

April, 1965

MORE CCTV

TEACHING AIDS
AIT the Closed-circuit Television
Equipment for Teaching
Purposes exhibition, held during
February at the National Audiovisual Aids Centre, London, a
display by EMI Electronics Ltd.,
demonstrated,
among
other
things, an "electronic blackboard"
and a control console at which
four
pictures
from
CCTV
cameras can be inspected and
selected for transmission to six
monitors. The capabilities of the
four -camera
network
include
caption and blackboard scanning,
televising live shots, and simple
telecine for slide projection.
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NEW "SEE -IN -THE -DARK" TUBE
MAJOR development in image orthicon camera tube design that
will make low -light -level television possible with equipment
greatly reduced in size and weight, is announced by International
General Electric Company of New York Ltd. These reductions have
been achieved by the use of electrostatic beam deflection and focusing
instead of magnetic, thereby eliminating the need for bulky
yokes and alignment coils. (Previously the electrostatic principle had
been employed only on vidicons which, however, do not pose the
same technical problems as image orthicons.)
As a result, GE's new " see -in -the -dark " TV tube is one -fifth
the size and one -twentieth the weight of a comparable magnetic
image orthicon and requires only a thirtieth the power. Suçh
equipment will be specially advantageous in space research where
ambient lighting can be practically non-existent and round-the-clock
weather surveillance from an orbiting satellite is one possibility.
Another predicted use would involve the combination of the new
tabe with recently developed portable video tape recording equipment to provide a suitcase -sized remote television " studio ".
The tube's " see -in -the -dark " properties are provided by a highgain, thin film magnesium oxide target that has a sensitivity 10 to
20 times that of conventional glass targets.

Royal Visitors at Marconi's

The " electronic blackboard "

teacher
using this equipment need not
turn his back on his class to
illustrate his lesson on a blackboard. By writing on the glass
screen of the camera unit, a facsimile is produced simultaneously
on the television monitor screens
throughout his class.
is shown in use above. A

During their recent UK tour, H.R.H. Prince Ratana Panya and H.H. PrinceSisoumang Sisaleumsak of Laos, visited the Marconi Company in Chelmsford.
H.H. Prince Sisoumang Sisaleumsak, who is his country's Minister of Posts and
Telecommunications, was able to see much of the latest communications
equipment made by the Company, and in the photograph above he is seen
examining a Marconi Mk IV television camera.

COLOUR TV AT FASHION SHOW

television was used recently to add originality to a
COLOUR
charity fashion show held in London at Celanese House,
Hanover Square. As well as the standard parade of mannequins, the
audience saw examples of the latest Paris and London collections,
modelled in settings produced by using a new projection screen made
by Rank, in conjunction with a Plumbicon colour studio TV camera
developed by Philips.
This new screen-which has been developed by Rank's Audio
Visual Division-is composed of millions of microscopic glass
" lenses " with refracting surfaces, which pick up a projected picture
at very low light intensity, and reflect it back at nearly a thousand
times the brilliance. This brilliance was sufficient to overcome the
effect of studio lighting, permitting the camera to photograph and
relay pictures of mannequins in front of the screen to a number of
Rank -Bush Murphy monitors, giving the audience " location " shots
of the clothes.

New TV Relay
Station

THE

latest BBC television and
v.h.f. sound relay station to
be brought into service, is at
Toward Point, Argyllshire. The
new station serves the eastern
half of the island of Bute and
parts of the coastal areas of Renfrewshire and Ayrshire, including
Rothesay, Largs, Wemyss Bay,
Skelmorlie and Fairlie.
Transmission of BBC -1 television began during February on
Channel 5 with vertical polarization.
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Transistor

TV

by D. R. Bowman

Part One The Tuner
THIS series of articles will describe in full
detail the specification, construction, adjustment and performance of a fully -transistorised
television receiver for the home constructor.
Nattjrally, a certain amount of experience with both
transistor and television receivers has to be assumed,
but although not suitable as an exercise for the
beginner, no difficulty should be found by one who
has built a few transistor circuits and knows something about TV from the practical angle. A certain
amount of theory will of course be mentioned, if
only to interest those who will later on carry out a

Sound

IF amp

RF

tuner

alaizema

sisting, of a v.h.f. transistor operating in the
common -base configuration, together with a similar
transistor operating as a common -base oscillator. A
further v.h.f. transistor acts as a frequency changer,
again operating in the common -base mode, and the
i.f. signals (38.15Mc/s sound, 34.65Mc/s vision) are
taken from its collector circuit by means of a
suitable transformer and passed to the i.f. amplifiers
at the appropriate impedance level.
The sound i.f. amplifier consists of two slightly
under -coupled transistor stages, somewhat over neutralised in order to sharpen the selectivity and

\

Audio
Output

Vision

Video

1F amp

output

CRT/
JD

L.S

Sync

Field
T.B.

generator
Sync
F g.

I-Block diagram or the

Olympic receiver.

separator

Lire
T.B.

conversion on the circuit; the need for this will be
explained also. The designer will be willing to make
available to senior readers on request, the theoretical analysis of the design of the main units of the
'receiver.
The present design is for a straightforward 405 line Band I and Band III receiver, since most worthwhile entertainment is currently available only on
the 405 -line standards. Band V has not been neglected during the design procedure however, and the
circuit is such that conversion to the 625 -line standards can be done readily when circumstances make
it desirable.
General Description

Fig. 1, which shows the block diagram of the
405 -line receiver, indicates that in essence the
circuit follows conventional lines. The tuner unit
comprises a radio frequency amplifying stage con -

generator

ENT

improve the sensitivity. This has been found to
economise in one v.h.f. transistor at the expense of
a little extra care in setting -up. The vision signal is
completely eliminated in this i.f. amplifier; although
on the low frequency side of the response curve the
selectivity is not so high as on the high-frequency
side, no trouble has been found from adjacentchannel vision.
The detector is the usual germanium diode, and
between this and the high gain audio amplifier is
interposed a noise -limiting device. Because of the
low impedance levels which are inescapable with
transistors in practical circuits, this is not so effective as in a similar valve circuit, but the difference
in performance is not great and the effect of car
ignition interference is not usually troublesome.
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The Olympic II transistor TV receiver
SPECIFICATION
Power Supplies
I2V d.c. (accumulator for normal use with
motorcar or in caravans, etc., or dry battery
Ever Ready type TVI in emergency).
190-250V a.c. (separate power unit for a.c.
mains, for use as domestic TV). Interchangeable polarised power socket provides for
quick change from domestic to mobile use.
No adjustment of transformer needed for a.c.
mains unless supply voltage drops below

Sound Receiver
Two i.f. stages, diode detection and noise
limiting, audio pre -amplifier, driver and class
AB push-pull output.

Audio output I watt (conservative estimate).
Distortion (total harmonic) 3% at I watt.
Speaker 352.

Overall sensitivity 3µV at aerial socket for 50
mW output.
Vision Receiver
Three i.f. stages, diode detection, 2-stage video
amplifier.
Overall sensitivity 10µV at aerial socket for
20V p -p at c.r.t. cathode.
Bandwidth 3 Mc/s.

.190V.

Power Unit
(For use with a.c. mains) fully stabilised.
Supply variable from 11 to 16 volts. Hum level
less than 20 mV.
Current available 0-3A.

Sound -channel rejector (main)-infinite-rejection bridged T circuit.

Power Consumption
watts on 405-line operation. On 625 -line
operation, consumption will be approx. 25
watts.

9

Standards
To receive 405 -line transmissions on Bands
and Ill.
Capable of conversion'to 625 line standards at
relatively low cost at a later date.
I

Display
I4in. picture tube, Mullard type M36 -11W
(electrostatic focus, electromagnetic deflection both line and frame, 90° deflection).

Tuner Unit
Six channel switch, with fine tuner (electronic

or capacitive).
-transistor circuit
I.F. outputs-Sound 38.15 Mc/s.
-Vision 34.65-37.65 Mc/s.
Noise figure 5dB or better.
3

The audio amplifier consists of a pre-amplifier
stage, followed by a 1W combination of driver and
push-pull class AB output. The rating of 1W is a
conservative one, and in practice 12-2W is easily
obtained; much depends here on the goodness of
the heat -sink arrangements for the output transistors.
The vision amplifier comprises three transistor
stages at intermediate frequency, followed by a pair
of transistors working as a conventional video
amplifier. The use of a high -voltage video output
stage enables plenty of modulation drive to be
available for the cathode-ray.. tube. The if. stages

Time Base Generators
Field: Blocking oscillator, driver, output, with
linearising circuits; choke coupled to scanning yoke. Direct locking. Linearity better
than 8%.
Line: Blocking oscillator, driver, output switch
(transistor). Direct coupled to scanning yoke,
part of transistor current diverted to e.h.t.
transformer. "Flywheel" sync. Linearity

better than 5%.

Internally Generated Power Supplies
-75V for video amplifier.
;.500V for tube supplies.
+14kV e.h.t.
Assembly
The prototype is in unit construction, for
reasons of development. However, an integrated assembly, using the chassis for all heat
sinks would save weight and space. Unit
construction is however very flexible and

permits of individual adaptation as required;
it will also permit of more simple conversion
to 625 -line standards at a later date. Etched
circuits are used widely in the prototype.

are preceded by a sound -trap giving only a small
rejection notch at the sound intermediate frequency.
The main sound -rejection is arranged to take place
between the last two i.f. transistors, where an
" infinite-rejection " circuit is interposed. The total
rejection is nearly 50dB at the sound i.f., with sufficient rejection at the edge of the audio pass-bandover 42dB at ± 100kc/s about 38.15Mc/s. This
eliminates sound -on -vision entirely, providing
tuning is reasonably accurate, and the effect of the
rejectors on the vision pass -band response is readily
corrected by following a simple drill in adjusting
the i.f. transformers.
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2-Theoretical circuit of the r.f. tuner.

See Components

List for transistor types.

The first two i.f. stages are coupled by a single tuned circuit, while stages 2 and 3 utilise two tuned
circuits "top -inductive -coupled" by means of the
main sound rejector. The third stage feeds the
detector via a single -tuned- inductor.
The field time -base generator is based on a
transistor blocking oscillator, synchronised direct
by the field sync pulses derived from an interlace
device. The output transistor is choke -coupled to
the high-resistance field-scan coils, and linearity
correction is incorporated.
The line generator is similarly a blocking
oscillator, which provides the output to a driver
stage.

The input to the driver is adjusted by means of
a very stable tuned circuit, which varies the " on time " of the oscillator, while the output is used to
operate the line -output stage as a current switch.

Direct coupling to the low -inductance scan coils
ensures high, efficiency, although in order to obtain
the high e.h.t. a small portion of the yoke current
is diverted to a "line -output transformer ". This
transformer allows lower voltages of the correct
..polarity to be obtained for the first and focus
anodes of the cathode-ray tube and for the video
transistor, and for control of brightness.
Because of hole -storage effects it is not practicable
to employ direct locking of the line oscillator, and
this would in any case be inferior when conversion
to 625 -line standards is undertaken. Consequently a
simple " flywheel " circuit is provided for line
synchronisation, although more properly this should
be thought of as a phase -correcting circuit.
The receiver uses a 14in. electrostatically focused
tube operating at 14kV and giving a maximum light
output of 100ft. lamberts-in fact this fube gives an
exceptionally brilliant picture. This is a valuable
feature, since the receiver is so light and robust
that it can readily be transported in the boot of a
car for use at picnics. Used in surroundings where
ambient light is likely to be intense a good bright
picture is a great advantage.

Sensitivity is very high on both Band I and Band
in this sense is well up to the
standard of commercial valve receivers. The noise
level at maximum sensitivity is' especially low; when
properly set up, the noise is about half that found
with a double triode r.f. amplifier in modern valve
tuners. Provision is made for the reception of six
channels at the moment. Arrangements will it is
hoped, be made with a manufacturer to provide a
13 -channel switch of suitable design at a later date.
The weight of the receiver depends to some
extent on the actual construction adopted. The tube
itself weighs about 91b., and the weight of the
components and wiring about 5 or 61b. If an 81in.
tube had been used it could have been a very small
and light assembly, but most viewers would prefer
a somewhat larger picture than this would give.
However, it is a very portable instrument.
Power supplies have been thought out with some
care. For most of its life it is likely to be used in
the home as a mains receiver, and because of this
a mains power supply has been designed for it. A
12V car accumulator will power it when used away
from home, and if a small 12V accumulator is
incorporated as an internal power supply, it will be
independent-for an hour or two-of the power
cuts with which " the economy " is threatened from
time to time. Caravan dwellers without laid -on
electricity will probably find that two car accumulators are the best means of providing power-one
on charge while one is in use. The current taken is
800mA (0.8A), which represents a power consumption of about 10W.

III; the performance
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Resistors:
RI

I

R2

I

R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

2k52

R9
RIO

2.2k0

RH

10k0

R12
R13

kS2

27052
3.3kS2

3300

15k0

R 14

R15
R16

I.2kS2
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COMPONENTS LIST
Transistors:
Trl *Texas

8.2k0
4700
82(5Z

I.2k0

2k52
2200
3300
I

Tr2
Tr3

2G 102 or Philco 2N 1742
Texas 2G 102 or Philco 2N 1743
Texas 2G102 or Philco 2N1743 or Mullard

AFI02
Mullard AFI02 may be used in all three stages, with
a slight reduction in gain.

Switches:
SIa/b/c

All 10% +W carbon.

3 -pole 6 -way (on two 2 -pole 6 -way
wafers, see text). Radiospares `Makaswitch' assembly.

Inductors:
Capacitors:
CI
C2
C3
C4
C5

C6
C7
C8
C7
CIO

CI

tubular ceramic
70pF silver mica
1500pF tubular ceramic
I500pF tubular ceramic
1500pF tubular ceramic
I500pF tubular ceramic
3.9pF silver mica
4.7pF silver mica
8.2pF silver mica.
1500pF tubular ceramic
I500pF tubular ceramic
3.9pF silver mica
500pF tubular ceramic
500pF tubular ceramic
5pF tubular ceramic
000pF ceramic feed -through.
-5pF tubular ceramic
500pF tubular ceramic
5-5pF tubular ceramic trimmer
-5pF air spaced variable sine tuning control, see text and Fig. 3 for alternative
1500pF

I

C12

CI3
CI4
C15
C16
C17

CI8

TCI
VCI

design)

All fixed capacitors ±20%.

Detailed Circuit Description
It will be noted that " unit construction " has
been employed. This was not done as a deliberate
policy, in spite of the advantages such assembly
may have. In fact, each section of the receiver was

conceived and designed separately, because new
ground was being discovered in many respects, and
it just turned out that way. It would have been
perhaps better in some ways to have rebuilt the
entire receiver into a specific form; but time would
have been lost, and in addition flexibility would
certainly have been impaired.
The prototype, as illustrated, therefore represents only one of a number of possible
be
may
sub -units
the
ways
in which
It is true that certain layouts
assembled.
must be avoided-it would be very unwise, for
example, to put the line -output stage farther from
the cathode ray tube than the e.h.t. lead will reach
without extension!-but these will be noted as the
occasion arises. Apart from such considerations, the
layout of the sub -assemblies is non -critical, and as
a bench hook-up the most extraordinary positions
have occurred without causing any trouble at all.
There is no need at all to employ unit construction,
and provided the screening is as specified the whole
receiver can be mounted on a chassis in the conventional way. However, considerable advantages
accrue from making a separate unit of the r.f. tuner,
and as this is a relatively critical part of the receiver
the constructor is recommended to follow the lay-

LI -L2 -L5 -L6

Band

I

coils

L9-LIO-LII
L3 -L4 -L7-L8

Band Ill coils
L12 -L13 -L14
TI
Band transformer
Band III transformer
T2
IFTI
1st i.f. transformer (tuned
I

to 37.5Mc/s)

Miscellaneous:

PCI-PC2: Printed circuit board (copper clad
laminate)-Bakelite Limited type DH74 or
similar, two pieces, one is 3 x tin, the other
3

x 3in.

0.3in. dia. polystyrene former (L9)-1
0.3in. dia. bakelite former 2,'--in. in length (T1 T2)
Can assembly á x á x l áin., with 0.3in. former

-2

(IFTI)-1

-4

(to fit
V.H.F. iron dust slugs (purple -coded)
L9, TI, and IFTI)
Brass slugs (OBA)-2 (T2)
Quantity of nuts and bolts and washers, 6BA
brass; connecting wire etc.; 22 s.w.g. aluminium
sheet (for the screening box); perforated zinc,
pk screws.
* Texas Instruments Ltd., Manton Lane, Bedford.

-

out and assembly as given in this article.
The r.f. tuner circuit is given in Fig. 2, and at
mentioned earlier, the common -base configuration
is used for all the stages. Although the writer it
aware that certain transistors now available would
enable common -emitter working, the common -bast
arrangement has advantages in that neutralisation
is not essential and cheaper transistors can be used
In any case, when the time arrives to convert tc
u.h.f., common -base operation will be essential.
The aerial is coupled directly into the emitter of
the first (r.f.) transistor, Trl, and this might IN
thought to represent a loss of match, liable to givt
rise to lack of sensitivity. In fact the loss is small
if 7552 cable and the appropriate aerial (plain dipole.
or the usual array having a 75í), impedance) is used
The use of a pixir
-í2.6V
coupling network to
match the aerial to the
3.9pF
transistor input certainly gives a small
reduction of noise, but
this would require
switching for other
channels and itself
represents a source of
some loss of signal, it
was thought better to
simplify the circuit,
Fig. 3-Electronic fine
and any loss is not
tuner circuitry.
noticeable in practice.
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The input circuit is not
untuned, as might be thought
at first sight. The aerial is itself the first tuned circuit,
and this implies that its "Q"
must be low enough to give
negligible attenuation at the
edge of the band to which it
is tuned. Consequently a "throw out" aerial consisting of flex will
give poorer resolution; the use of
tubing has
been found however to give excellent results, and
larger diameters
can be used with
advantage.
The
length should be
accurate for the
channel to which
the receiver is
tuned, and if portable operation is
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4-PCI wiring: `ft'

indicates
anchor tog.
copper legend. Black parts etched
away.

such as may be purchased from a number of
manufacturers. Nevertheless, at a distance of
22 miles from the Mendlesham ITA transmitter a good picture was received on a
small screwdriver plugged into the aerial
socket, so it may be seen that one need not
be too fussy after all. If the aerial is mismatched at the higher frequencies of Band
III, however, it will be found that handcapacitance effects may be noticeable, or
that the tuning depends somewhat on the
amount, and the position, of the coaxial
lead. This clearly needs to be minimised,
so it is worth while to take some trouble.
Although a self -oscillating mixer could
be used it was considered better, for
several reasons, to use a separate oscillator.
The oscillator used is about the simplest
possible, and works satisfactorily at all the
frequencies of interest, without changing
the feed-back capacitor (C15) between
collector and emitter. The value of this
capacitor is nominally 1.5pF, but is by no
means critical. However, its value effects
markedly the size of the Band II inductors,
and it is best to use the specified value.
Tuned transformer coupling is used
between r.f. and frequency changer stages,
and the secondary of the inter -stage transformer is pi -coupled to the f.c. emitter to
effect impedance-matching. This matching is accomplished by the combination C9
Fig. 5b-PCI board drilling details. Both parts of
Fig. 5 are drawn full scale.
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perspex strip such as is used for trimming ironand TC1, in conjunction with the input capacitance
dust transformer slugs.
of Tr2, the f.c. transistor. C9 is effective on Band I,
whilst on Band III, TC1 permits optimum results
Constructional Details
to be achieved. The inter -stage coupling gives a
Etched -circuit construction is used in the tuner,
band-pass effect which improves selectivity without
impairing bandwidth, but the matching needed is and the two small circuit boards are of epoxy glass
not critical and best results are obtained by adjust- fibre laminate. This is electrically very stable and
humidity changes have very little effect on its
ing TC1 on a Band III channel to obtain minimum noise. This cannot be done readily unless the electrical characteristics. However, the cheaper E60
output from the tuner can be fed into a suitable i.f. grade may be used if desired, as the DH74 is rather
amplifier, and may be left until the receiver is com- expensive. Bakelite Ltd. do not now supply direct
to the public, but application for the laminate may
plete.
to Anglo-American Vulcanised Fibre
Fine tuning on any channel is accomplished by be made
Ltd., Cayton Works, Bath Street, London,
VC1, a 1-5pF variable capacitor in the oscillator Co.
circuit, but a modification may be incorporated, E.C.1.
The two printed circuit boards will be referred
which avoids the use of a variable capacitor and
uses electronic tuning instead. This allows the use to as PC1 and PC2 respectively. These may be
of a d.c. control, namely a potentiometer, and so marked out with resist direct', or a photographic
enables remote tuning to be obtained if needed. method may be employed'. Since interconnections
compoThe circuit is shown in Fig. 3. VC1 is removed, and between the boards are necessary, certain
assembly
point " X " in Fig. 3 is connected instead to the nents are best mounted before putting the of
use to
collector of the oscillator transistor Tr3 (pole contact together, and a few notes on this may be
the constructor. The layout is arranged so that each
S1b). The only extra connection is a lead from the
itself, closely
-12.6V supply to the 5.6kí2 resistor. The Mullard circuit board is mounted on the switch
SVC1 is a variable -capacitance diode, available adjacent to the wafer concerned; the r.f. and oscillator stages are arranged on PC1 board which is
through one's local dealer. Texas Instruments
supply the 2G102 transistors direct to customers, farthest from the switch knob, while the frequency on receipt of an order and delivery is normally from changer goes on PC2 board which is nearest to the
switch knob (see Fig. 8).
stock. Channel selection is by means of incremental inductances on both Band I and Band III. This
requires some patience in setting-up, but a turret
July 1962 Practical Television
Feb. 1964 Practical Television.
tuner is bulky and hard to come by. The alternative of separate switched
coils is possible for Band
-ve foil
I, but not so easy to arrange
on Band III where the
+ve foil
switch elements themselves
form a major part of the
Solder
tuning inductors. A choice
to -12.6V
of six channels is allowed
foil on PC1
by the nature of the switch
specified; it is important to
Indicates
solder
use this switch since it is
sd
connection
small, electrically excellent
st
to copper
\C
foil
and very stable in use. For
portable use this may be an
..2
inconvenience, but a little
juggling with the inductors
C)0
for Band III can be resorO
ted to if desired, and this
can result in nearly all the
channels being covered by
der
to I
the fine-tuning device.
-126V
The Band III "padding"
foil on PC1
inductors are merely short
lengths of wire, and in the
To tagt
oscillator circuit, which
b
on S1A
operates at a higher fre--- d
ílR,ftt
quency than the signal,

_

YODVOO

:

7i

,

I
_

L12 consists of two wires
The value
in parallel.
of its inductance can be
adjusted by varying the
spacing between the " parallel " wires, and this is
easily done by means of a
Fig. 6.-PC2 wiring details.

R
11

tag 4
on SIA

To

Coaxial output cable

-ve foil
Note

:

C12 is in 1E71

can
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The minimum amount of copper is etched away
-sufficient to form anchor tags for the transistors
and a rail for the " battery-minus " supply
(-12.6V). The remainder then acts as screening

April, 1965

iron, and the joint should be cooled with a wet
finger forthwith. The earth end of C2 is then
soldered to the board at the nearest convenient
point. Keep all end wires of components as short
as possible, i.e. C3 should be mounted as close as
possible to the anchor tag ftl.
Only two anchor tags are provided for Trl. The
collector lead is taken direct to the pole contact of

between the stages. On the PC1 circuit board a
square area is also cleared of copper so that the
minimum capacitance of the variable capacitor VC1
(oscillator fine tuner) is as small as practicable.
When the boards have been etched and
cleaned up they can be mounted together
in a vice and drilled for the switch holes
(Figs. 5b, 7b). The switch control hole is
centred at Min. from the top edge of the
board" and 1 -in. from the right-hand side.
The holes for the side "struts are at 45° as
shown and they are 1,in. apart. If both
boards are drilled at the same time there
will later on, be no trouble about alignment. If the straightforward variable
capacitance method of tuning the oscillator
is used, the holes for this component
should also be drilled in the same operation.
The larger larger circuit board (PC2) is
next drilled to take the inter -stage transformers Ti and T2. For these, the prototype
receiver uses the 0.3in. bakelite tubular
former from one of the " long " canned
assemblies which are retailed widely for
coil-winding. The base is cut off so as to
give the maximum possible length, and it
will be found a simple matter to fix these
into the holes now drilled for the in.
diameter portion of these formers.
The smaller circuit board (PC1) is next
drilled to accept the Band I oscillator coil.
This is a small polystyrene former of 0.3in.
Fig. 7a (above)-PC2 copper legend. Black parts etched.
diameter, and may be cut from a " short
Fig. lb (below)-PC2 drilling template. Both drawn full scale.
can " assembly in the same way as previous.
Finally, both boards are drilled with a -in.
drill to take the leads of the small components. In the layout of the small components (the resistors and capacitors affording
16
9
the correct d.c. supplies to the transistors)
32
it is sufficient to take them to the nearest
convenient point, both for B- supply and
',ia
for earthing. The separate board design
ensures the layout is non -critical in this
6
respect. There are one or two critical points
of layout, and these are detailed below.
hole
The first r.f. transistor (Tri) emitter is
2i
coupled directly into the aerial via a 1500pF
3
capacitor Cl, and any accumulation of
static is prevented by affording a low-impedance d.c. path R1. The coaxial is taken
é
along the underside of PC1 circuit board,
through a hole, and the coaxial outer is
soldered to the board close to this hole.
a
The " inner" joins direct to Cl and Rl;
,,_
ie
anchor tags are not provided for these components as this might impair the screening.
Besides decoupling the base or Trl with the
1500pF capacitor C3, a further 70pF
capacitor is soldered to the transistor base
lead as close to the transistor case as
T
e 3
_
- 2 a
possible. Only enough space to get in the
.'
.
point of sharp -nosed pliers-to use as a
heat shunt-should be allowed; the soldera=2.-2ia.hole
dia.hole c=i"'dia.hole d= Vela. hole
a
'-e=%4 diahoiá;
ing must be done quickly with a very hot

{

3',
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1'e

dia.
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Printed circuit

Printed circuit
board PCI
Copper side
SIC
SiA,S16

D®

boardPC2
i,

wafer
1

4flange

wafer

l

,

4
Edges of foil

soldered to PC1,PC2

Copper toil strip linking+ve earth
on both printed boards
Fig. 8 (above)-Assembly details

/,flange

%flange

of the channel selector

switch.
®

(right)-Screening box for r.f. tuner. Cover to suit
required in perforated zinc, which is held by pk screws.
Fig. 9

D

1%8-v
I

and the capacitor C17 which couples the oscillator
to Tr2, the frequency -changer. If electronic tuning
is used, the 3.9pF series capacitor (see Fig. 3) is
taken direct to the pole contact of Slb also.
The transformers Ti and T2 are so wound that
the primary winding is just above PC1 circuit board
and the secondary winding just below. This enables
the B- contacts to be made at the edge of PC1
board, with the shortest leads to the switches.
It is not safe to rely upon the spacers and struts
of the switch to give proper r.f. connection between
the two boards. However it is very convenient for
the switch to anchor the two boards mechanically
together, and so when the switch has been mounted
on PC2 circuit board, the first wafer is separated
from the switch body by two Ain. spacers and is
clamped in position with 6BA nuts, with a washer.
A single spacer ;Ain., is then put on each strut, and
then the upper circuit board. Two more 35. in.
spacers are added to each strut, then the upper
wafer, and finally this is clamped down with
another nut. To enable this to be done conveniently
it is suggested that the screw head is first cut off
each bolt before assembly. The circuit boards will
be separated by 1+in., the wafer by *in. approximately, and the spindle need not be shortened;
about ;in. spindle stands proud (see Fig. 8.)
There is a certain amount of " radiation" from
the line time base generator over a wide band of
frequencies, and this can be picked up six feet or
more from the receiver. The r.f. unit will normally
be within this field, and so screening is necessary
to avoid the appearance of three faint vertical strips
on the picture. Also, the screening prevents hand
capacitance effects and affords a means of mounting.
A suitable box consists of three sides of aluminium

1

OB

Sla. This minimises lead inductances and stray
capacitances. It may be found an unnecessary precaution, but is advised.
The oscillator transistor (Tr3) collector lead is
similarly taken direct to the pole contact of Slb but
an anchor tag (ft2) is provided. This is not for the
collector of Tr3, but for the variable capacitor VC1,

12i

Hole sizes
A =34dla.

B. g5dia.
C=68A clear

Dr 76 dia.

4%

4f lange

1I%

OD

/

Y

sheet with three sides of perforated zinc (which is
much cheaper and easier to work); details for the
marking-out of the sheet metal are given in Fig. 9.
The tuner is fixed into the " box " by means of
threaded rod, which also serves to mount the tuner
in the cabinet when the time comes.
NEXT MONTH-PART TWO, COIL DATA
AND I.F. VIDEO AND SOUND OUTPUT STAGES
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Yourself Series
A VIEWER'S GUIDE
TO TV SERVICING

by H. Peters

IF

you read the first instalment of this series you
will realise that it is not intended for the
enthusiast with the shed full of bits and pieces,
nor for the full or part time TV repair man.
These keen types will already have all the tools
they need, and probably more, but for he whose
interest in the back of his TV only begins when
the front of it ceases to entertain, here are a few
tips on the collection of a tool kit calculated to
serve most purposes and not cost a fortune.

PART 2.

NEON SCREWDRIVER TESTS

A 4BA trimming tool for adjusting the "beehive"
capacitors found in rejector circuits can be made
by forcing a hot 4BA nut up an empty ballpen
case, removing it and allowing the case to cool to
shape.
Brushes

If you have decided to limit the scope of your
repairs to valve changing and simple replacements
or repairs, practically all you need is a neon screwdriver. With this you will be able to check where
mains is or is not and, with a bit of practice, where
d.c. h.t. exists and whether the line scan stage is
working or not.

Four brushes normally found in the home are
often needed on the TV chassis. A lin. paintbrush makes a good chassis dusting brush, a
toothbrush is ideal for scrubbing tuner contacts,
a suede brush (the type with brass bristles) will
shine up dull surfaces on the chassis, tuner
contacts, valve pins, etc.
A child's paintbrush is used for light lubrication
of moving parts and cabinet retouching and, if
held at the wrong end, will provide an insulated
probe when checking wiring for intermittent
connections.

The Happy Medium

Switch Cleaner

Assuming that you are willing to take things a
stage further the tool kit takes on a more practical
form. As well as the neon, an ordinary screwdriver
with tin. blade and another with a Phillips (cross)
head are desirable. You can buy a combination
tool with reversible heads, one of each. Pliers you
probably own already and most households .boast
a pair of tweezers.
Side -cutting nippers are almost essential but a
good, cheap substitute is a set of " Bib " strippers.
These cost 3s. 6d. and will cut and strip almost
any kind of wire you are likely to encounter. They
also have a 4 and 6BA spanner stamped in the end.
Most of the nuts and bolts in television are 6BA,
4BA and 2BA, and since the middle size is the most
popular and frequently encountered on the heads
of self -tapping screws, a 4BA box spanner is
desirable if not essential.
The rest of the tool kit is probably in the house
already. Trimming tools are readily made from
plastic knitting needles with their points broken off
and filed to a blade. A size 12 fits most local
oscillator cores in the tuner, and a size 10 fits most
i.f. transformers.
Growing in popularity in the i.f. stages are
hexagonal holed cores. These need a special
plastic fool like an Allen key to adjust them and
should not be attacked with a knitting needle; in
fact, since they are quite a stable form of core, the
sensible thing is to leave them severely alone unless
you have a signal generator and manual to do the
job correctly.

Several proprietary switch cleaning fluids are
available to the trade only. All of them clean
switch contacts very well but several of them also
dissolve plastics. As a lot of switch contacts are
mounted in plastic formers and have plastic knobs
you will doubtless be relieved to discover that as
a layman you cannot obtain any of these branded
fluids.
From a very early age the writer has had it
drummed into him " Never use grease or turps
substitute on switch contacts " and, being of a
curious disposition, decided to find out why. The
result is that he has used the forbidden fluid for
the last ten years with great success!
Its main virtue is that although it occasionally
does not do much good it never does any harm to
plastics or cabinets. The recipe is loz of Vaseline
(MS4 silicone grease if you can get it) to one pint
of turps substitute/white spirit. This takes two
days to dissolve properly and is enough to last the
large workshop six months.
For your own use a fingerful of Vaseline in an
aspirin bottle of turps substitute will be all you
need. You are then faced "with the tricky problem
of getting it out of the aspirin bottle into the set
at the right place and in the right quantity.
Suitable implements for this purpose are an eye
dropper or squeezable plastic bottle such as a
lemon juice container. Better still, if you can get
it, is a used disposable hypodermic syringe.
Volume controls usually have a small hole in the
casing or a hollow rivet through which the fluid

The Bare Minimum
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can be squirted. Do this with the set unplugged
and, after rotating the knob a few times, give the
set about 30 minutes for the fluid to evaporate
before you switch it on again.
On turret tuners use a toothbrush to apply the
fluid and finish off with a thin film of Vaseline if
desired.
On incremental tuners with rotary
" Yaxley "-type switches and on TV f.m. slider
switches, use very sparingly and do not let it soak
into the paxolin of the switch wafer, or friction will
make the switch heavy to opérate.
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Other uses for the switch cleaner are the
dissolving of wax deposits on the chassis, the
cleaning down of cabinets which have had too
much wax polish applied. In an emergency it
makes a good anti -static screen cleaner and can
benefit squeaky castors and stiff automatic record
changers.
Cabinet Retouching
Most cabinets are cellulose sprayed. Some are
polyester varnish and these should be dealt with

\1
4

B

o

A._Neon lit.
B.....Neon unlit.
C_..Checks RT. point with
flexible lead to
chassis.
D....Neon glows in vicinity
of line output stage
without physical contact.
-.-....Check points for

o

0heater continuity tests.

0

00

o 0
0

Mains input
sockets

0
Fig.

3-A

typical upright chassis, on which the following
neon tests can be made.

Test with finger on neon.
Condition.
Lights at (1) but not at Mains polarity correct.
(5)

Lights at (5) but not at

Mains polarity reversed.

(1)

Lights at (1) and (5)
Does not light at (I)
and (5)
Lights at (1) but not at
(2)

Lights at (1) and (2) but
not at (3)

Open circuit neutral
mains lead.
Open circuit live mains
lead.
Blown fuse.

Faulty on;off switch.

Lights at (4) but not at

Faulty on/off switch.

(5)

Lights on some terminals
of mains resistor (3)
but not on others
Lights at (3) but no
valves light

Faulty mains resistor.
One valve open circuit.

To obtain an h.t. indication as at 6 and 7 on
the sound output transistor or at 8 on the tuner
input it is usually necessary to fit a flexible wire
between the top of the neon and chassis. Most
neon testers have a hole capable of accepting a
wander plug at the top. Points marked I -I indicate
useful test points where the heater chain is brought
to the " surface " of the chassis.
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by an expert. Fortunately they are not only in the
minority but their lustre usually outlives the chassis
they encase.
Small scratches on cellulose usually disappear if
they are darkened slightly and a small amount of
creosote on a wad of cotton wool is all that is
normally needed to bring this about.
Avoid using creosote near the newer type of
plastic knobs and if in doubt try applying it to a
small square of the cabinet in an inconspicuous
corner before moving on to the part which is
always seen.
Very dull cellulose finishes may be revived to
their original lustre by polishing with metal polish.
Follow this up with an abrasive car polish and
finish off with a wax furniture cream. Metal polish
can also be used to reduce fine scratches on the
Perspex type of screen implosion guard.
Do not use coarse rags for any of this work or
matters may be worsened.

Equipment
The dividing line between tools and equipment
is still a talking point in many workshops but for
most of the work needed in simple servicing a
soldering iron and a meter are the only two
essentials.
For the enthusiast who wants to take the job
more seriously the next two items to buy are an
oscilloscope and a signal generator in that order.
A number of suitable meter designs for the home
constructor are constantly appearing in companion
magazines and some are so cheap to make that the
outlay involved is comparable to the purchase of a
replacement line output valve.
The majority of readings on TV sets are made
on the 250V d.c. range. The other popular ranges
are the ohms ranges, especially one which reads
Megohms accurately. Most service sheets give
voltage readings taken by a 20,000f1 per volt meter
such as the AVO 8, but if you are using a 10,0002
per volt meter such as the Multiminor the
difference is small enough to be ignored.
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It is possible to use a meter of 1,0002 per volt
sensitivity without damaging the circuits but the
voltages read will differ widely from those in the
service sheet and a table of readings should be
compiled while the set is still in good running
order.
Nearly all voltage readings are given relative to
chassis, so the negative test probe of the meter
should have a crocodile clip (in desperation use a
paper clip) as its termination. The positive probe
should be as sharply pointed as possible, especially
if you are measuring on a printed circuit which is
varnished over.
An empty ballpen case with a stiff brass insert
filed to a point makes an ideal probe. You can if
you like attach the lead -out wire to the metal part
of the refill and this way you will get a probe which
will not only read but write!
Unhappily this state of affairs does not last long
with the author. The first spark he draws on a
current measurement usually welds the ball to the
socket and on one occasion he was horrified to see
the ball actually leave the pen and fly into the gap
of a loudspeaker magnet.
On the subject of soldering irons, much is a case
of individual preference but for most purposes a
small mains instrument such as the 25W Henley
Solon is all that is needed. Gas -heated irons arc
rather too bulky for modern chassis wiring.
The only objection to the small iron is that it will
not make a good joint on the metal chassis itself.
Usually it is possible when replacing a component
to leave enough of its original lead -out wire
protruding from the chassis to solder the end of
the replacement upon.
The next part of the series will give a few hints
and tips on the most frequent offenders in TV sets
with particular emphasis on how to check
components without spending a fortune on test
equipment.
-continued next month
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WIRELESS

ELECTRONICS

FIDELITY F.M. TUNER-a quality unit using pulse
counter discriminator.
S.S.B. for the RII55-using a product detector for

single sideband.

IONOPHONE-describing an entirely new
loudspeaker technique.
ALSO-Combating Instability, Hiding the Loudspeaker,
Photo -electric Auto-stop and all the regular features
THE

and news.

PLUS-Special 24 -page Pocket Guide of useful
facts, data, tables issued free with each copy.

Only 2s.

MODULES AHEAD

-ANDMULTIVIBRATOR- -- AUDIO
AUDIO OSCILLATOR

AMPLIFIER
PICK-UP AMPLIFIER
PULSE COUNTER

EQUALISER
IMPEDANCE MATCHING. UNIT

-

Take your pick from this selection of projects and build
the one of your choice on the piece of WIRING
BOARD presented FREE with each copy.

Price 2s. 6d.
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E start this month with some details of
European TV stations that can and have
been received in Band I in the British Isles.
First of all a few explanatory notes.
(1) The " Tropospheric " list is very much
dependent on the geographical location of the
receiver both in respect of the distance from the
required transmitter and the nature of the intervening terrain.
If, for example, you are in the North of England
or Scotland and the distance to Caen, France, is
over 500 miles it is extremely unlikely that you
will receive it even under the most favourable
propagation conditions because the distance is too

great.

You may also have difficulties if much nearer
when there is an obstruction in the form of rising
ground or high buildings in the direct line between
you and the transmitter.
The tropospheric reception of a distant station
in one direction does not mean that reception of
another is possible in a different direction at
approximately the same distance even if the intervening terrain is similar in both directions. This
is because the atmospheric conditions often cause
fairly sharply defined " ducting " paths to appear
in a certain direction only.
Indications of good reception in a certain
direction, however, should encourage us to try for
reception from other stations in that general area.
For example, if reception from Ruiselede, Belgium
(E2), is good, then it is worth while looking
for Lopik, Holland, on E4, although the difference
in frequency between E2 and E4 may mean that
the signals E4 are not refracted so well and E4
is not receivable from Holland.
In spite of the above remarks, which are
intended for guidance only, try for reception of any
possible station at any time as tropospheric
reception is very fickle and does not necessarily
always obey the rules and occasionally> under very
abnormal conditions, very abnormal reception is
possible.

Tropospheric reception is usually best during
periods of " settled " weather, particularly when
there is a sharp drop in temperature in still air as
in the evening during summer and autumn and,
above all, during fog.
(2) Sporadic 13 reception is, as its name implies,
even less predictable and the best period of the
year is usually May to September, but reception is
possible throughout the year, although winter

openings are somewhat rare. Unsettled, thundery
weather is often an indication of possible Sporadic
E reception, but there is no hard and fast rule, so
keep your eyes open and keep trying!
Like tropospheric reception, an opening often
means that reception of more than one station in
a certain direction is possible, but here the general
direction is less sharply defined and other directions
of reception are more likely to be possible than is
the case with tropospheric reception.
Sporadic E signals are very prone to changes in
For.
" skip " distance in a certain direction.
example, when reception from the East is available
and (say) U.S.S.R. is being received on channel R1
we often find a " fadeout " of this signal means its
replacement by (say) a Polish station. This in turn
can vanish, only to be replaced by a Czech station.
As the skip distance progressively decreases, the
nearer transmitters begin to appear in turn, but at
times it is possible to have simultaneous reception
from stations at different distances.

"Floaters"
Simultaneous reception of two or more stations
gives us a rather curious effect on our screen-we
see our original stationary locked image with a
second, third or even fourth picture in motion
across it; this picture is usually complete (i.e. line/
frame locked) but travelling across the screen
horizontally at varying speeds.
For want of a better word we call these moving
images " floaters " and they are of considerable
use to us as they enable us to receive more stations'
per channel than would be the case if they were
not present. Test cards, for example, can show a
different card from another country floating on the
first card received or we may see a duplicate of the
first card as a " floater ". This indicates a second
station in the same country as the first card.
Next month we will publish a full list of Band, I,
stations, giving channel, country and note for each:

READERS' REPORTS
N. Crisp (Hadleigh, near Ipswich) has bee
doing well with his converted Regentone Ten/S'
set and has already, in his first season of DX -TV,
logged Italy, Spain, Sweden, Belgium, France,
Portural, Norway, Czechoslovakia, Finland, USSR,
West Germany and possibly Austria as well, which
is an excellent start.
Ian Beckett (Twyford, near Buckingham) has
submitted a most impressive log of u.h.f. DX -TV,
but we are going to hold over the details for an
article in the near future on u.h.f. DX possibilities.
U.H.F. Caen Mt. Pincon is reported by Ian
Beckett as being operational on channel 25 and he
also reports another ORTF French station on
channel 28 and from aerial direction this appears
to be Rouen.

,
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picture looks or sounds. In an
interesting lecture before the
British Kinematograph Sound
and Television Society, Mr. E. G.
M. Alkin of the BBC related
some of the answers received
to a questionnaire to viewers. In
reply to the simple question
"Does the sound come from the
front or the side of your set?"
came the decisive answer: "Yes!"
from a large number of participants. No wonder the designers
of sets have to study the housewives' choice in contemporary
trends and designs of curtains,
wallpapers and carpets! The
sound technicians in studios also
have to remember the muffling
effect that curtains have on side facing loudspeakers, which has to
be counteracted by pre-emphasis
on sibilants to make speech
reasonably intelligible on sets
with poor sound.
The public gets what it wants
at the lowest possible hire or purchase price, and it is high time
that it was educated to look for
the best technical performance,
even if a set costs a little more.
After all, one hopes to look at the
picture and hear the sound, and,
while doing so, forget the set's
appearance. There are growing
numbers of TV sets which now
achieve most of these objectives;
a few of them even have really
good loudspeakers. The odd few
pounds extra is money well spent.
For a few extra pounds you can
buy yourself a colour television
television industry is set in America or Japan
not
THE
devoted to the study of statis- here, just yet.
tics. On the programme side it is
hypnotised by the glamorous vital
statistics of TAM ratings or
Audience Research assessments. Colour TV Statistics in USA
On the TV equipment manuThe price of colour television
facturers' side, they analyse the sets
in USA has come down to
sales figures of domestic receiving $350 (which is equivalent to
sets and also the relative values of about £125) for a twenty one inch
technical performance stylisation,
model set. Considering the
cabinet finish and ease of opera- table
complications of the three colour
tion.
system, compatible also for blackand-white, this seems remarkably
cheap and has been achieved by
mass production of five million
What the Public Want?
sets in 1964 and an estimated
It is sad to relate that from the fifteen million by 1968. In 1964,
buyer's point of view, technical the sales of colour television sets
performance is a bad second in amounted to 35.7% of the
appeal compared with appearance American market, with black -and of a television set, whether it is white console sets 18-1°,1> and
on hire or purchased. The house- black-and -white table and porwife (who usually has the last table models 46.2°',. The number
word!) alas, is more impressed of television stations equipped for
with what a set looks like as a colour transmissions rose to over
piece of furniture than how the three hundred. The reliability of

E

-
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colour television transmitters and
receivers has improved rapidly
during the last three years and
the joke is over about the colour
television
maintenance
men
becoming lodgers in the households of the proud owners of
these sets. Millions of dollars
have been spent in the development of. the American NTSC
colour system in both USA and
Japan, and the annual losses of
ten years are now becoming
profits.
Meanwhile,
technical
committees in Europe are still
debating merits of SECAM
(French) and PAL (German)
systems as alternative standards.

Colour Films for TV

The European engineers have
tended to attach great importance
to live or videotaped colour television as a source of programme
material. The Americans have
followed their black-and -white
policy for staged programmes, of
which about 80% are produced
on motion picture film, both for
interiors and exteriors. The
breath of fresh air and the wide
open spaces are important ingredients for success. The same
applies to fluidity in film -editing
which is impossible with VTR.
This accounts for the astonishing
fact that Hollywood now employs
more people on film production
than in the palmiest days of the
cinema. Some of the largest
studios in California are devoting
75% of their activities to films for
television (both colour and black and -white) and a few of the
smaller ones are completely occupied with TV films. Currently,
there are over a hundred film
units in USA occupied with TV
film series, documentaries and
commercials. This compares with
about six TV film series being
made in British film studios by
traditional methods, which are of
excellent quality but expensive
and comparatively slow in production. The daily output of film
making in British film studios is
two minutes twenty-eight seconds
per day for feature cinema films
and about six minutes per day of
films for television must be compared with the thirty minutes per
day per stage achieved in British
television studios, which are
probably the most advanced in
the world in this particular field.
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The Next Move?

It is generally conceded that
the development of u.h.f. transmissions in England has been a

flop. BBC -2 has been making a
gallant effort at great cost and
with very limited success. The
excellent quality pictures on 625
lines on the monitors at BBC's

Television Centre Studios are
on
switchable
seen
rarely
receivers unless their aerials are
well sited and close to the transmitters. The 50 -field flicker is
noticeable when the brilliance is
turned up. The information contained in 625 lines on 50 cycles
is virtually the same as on 525
lines at 60 cycles (as in USA)
from which there is a complete
absence of flicker and less eye
fatigue. Have we made yet
another mistake in policy? Will
millions of pounds go down the
drain to pay for hundreds of u.h.f.
TV relay transmitters? Will
viewer licence fees increase,
possibly by £2, to subsidise the
u.h.f. white elephant. Will the
television receivers in Britain
become complicated patch -ups

'PRACTICAL

of u.h.f. and v.h.f. frequencies
for black -and -white and colour,
plus switch-backs for negative or
positive modulation for vision plus
frequency or amplitude modulation for sound? All these complications present set designers with
problems of circuit instability and
continue the retreat from the
quality obtainable on the d.c.
restoration domestic receivers of
years ago.
-

Colour Supplements for

British TV?
Colour has caught the fancy of
the public, with their holiday
snaps and movies, huge colour
transparency pictures in room
decor, 70mm cinema films of
superb quality, colour supplements in the Sunday papers and
colour advertising in daily papers.
The time will not be distant when
colour supplements will appear in
British television programmes,
not to mention colour commercials on the ITA. It is an expensive step in progress, too expen-

HE BIG news in April 1935 was the forming
of the Television Advisory Committee, following the recommendation of the Television
Committee that a public high definition TV service
should be started. One definite fact was known:
that the service would be " transmitted on ultra
short-wave lengths in the neighbourhood of
7 metres ". Various sites for the first station, to
cover the London area, were under consideration.
The BBC had already appointed the first Television Director-Mr. Gerald Cock, who had
previously been a director of outside broadcasts.
And Wolsey Television Ltd., announced that they
would be marketing " a suitable receiver for both
the vision and sound channels " at a price of £25£30.

The main prestige article in this issue was
" Television: Old and New " written by no less
than John Logic Baird, who said, among other
things: " The experiences to be gaited from the
30 -line transmissions will, however, prove of
immense value to the amateur and help him to
master the technique of high-defini*.ion reception
when public broadcasting commences."
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sive to fritter away in its transient

appearance on live television
transmission or to be restricted
to 405- (or 625-) line standards
which are not exportable to other
countries. The Americans are
going ahead fast. Let us hope that
the British television industry
doesn't continue to dither about
in a modern version to Vienna
Congress Dances or fiddle about
while Rome is burning, with endless discussions under the old
P.A.L.'s act!
Many problems lie ahead. The
magnificent studios at BBC's
Television Centre and the ITV's
London and regional centres are
probably the best in the world.
But the techniques and technical
facilities required for colour TV
are still to be developed. Time
flies, and if we want to take our
place in the world market, it may
be later than we think.
At any rate, this is the opinion
of your commêntator.

Other articles included " Television in Germany
(they were then operating an experimental 180 -line
system three nights a week), " Television in Natural
Colours ", " Optical Units for Disc Receivers ", and
"A Deep-sea Television Camera". There was still
material on mechanical scanning but a full page was
given over to an illustration of the " inside of a
cathode-ray vision receiver ".
Three news items evoke ironic or topical notes.
We read that speculation was rife as to tvhether
advertising would be allowed on TV. It was mentioned that " permission given in the BBC's licence
to accept certain types of sponsored programmes
should be applied also to the television service ". It
is interesting to speculate how this would have
affected the future of both TV and Radio in this
country if BBC had, in fact, gone commercial!
The matter of TV v. Cinema came up again. We
quote
" But just as broadcasting has never
succeeded in ousting the theatre and music hall . , .
so I think it extremely unlikely that the television
screen in the home will eclipse the cinema screen."
Later; speaking of viewers, " (they) may not wish
to have their eyes glued to a screen for two or three
Oh, dear!
hours at a stretch
Finally a voice in the wilderness, complaining
that " in its present stage of development (television) is not universal ". He goes on to stress that
systems in various countries differed and this made
reception from one system to another very difficult,
or impossible. He refers to a German engineer
claiming to have perfected a scheme to enable television receivers to be adjusted irrespective of the
transmitting standards employed at the broadcasting station. If this genius is still around, he would
be welcomed with open arms at the moment by
the EBU!
:

..."
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TIMEBASE CIRCUITS

SO far in this series we have dealt with the camera tube and last

month with the video amplifier. We have seen how the camera
tube produces small amplitude electrical impulses corresponding to a breakdown of the scene focused upon its faceplate and
how the video amplifier steps up these weak signals and corrects
them so that, along with the synchronising pulses, they can be
applied to the video input of a monitor receiver.
The camera video amplifier is usually designed to produce a
video signal amplitude in the order of 1V peak. This is a composite
signal including the sync pulses.
We shall now consider how the sync pulses are created and how
they are added to the amplified vision signal, after which we shall
see how the composite signal can be easily modulated upon an r.f.
carrier wave.
The sync pulses in the type of equipment under discussion are
derived from the line and field timebases in the camera channel.
These timebases are necessary here to deflect the camera electron
beam over the photo -conductive layer of the target.
It will be recalled from Part 1 that the electron beam in the
picture tube has to be deflected in absolute step with the beam in
the camera tube. This is where the sync pulses play their part.
At the finish of each line and
field scan in the camera
channel, sync pulses are proFrequency
duced by the timebases. After
control
shaping these are sent along
discriminator
with the picture information
Control
to the monitor set.
Compared
voltage
frequency
At the monitor the sync
pulses are separated from the
Master
picture signal in the usual
Line
oscil ator
scanning
manner and they are then
20,250c/s
used to initiate the line and
field flybacks.
This action
ensures that both the line and
Divide by
Line
field scans start off in the
timing
two network
picture tube at exactly the
pulse
10,125c/s
same time as they start off in
the camera tube and that the
beams are deflected in step
over the scans.
Interlace Systems
At this stage it should be

noted that a synchronising
system that fails to provide a
constant interlace is usually
adopted in the popular type
of closed-circuit
television
system. The interlace is said
to be of the " random type ".
This implies that the lines of
one field fail consistently to
fall between the lines of a
subsequent field. The interlace tends to vary at random

between the " perfect " and
" line pairing ".
In practice this is of little
consequence and a closedcircuit system using the
random interlace technique is
capable of providing very
good pictures.

Divide by

40 network
50c/s

Field
timing
pulse

The

Elements

of Closed
Circuit TV
BY
G. J.

KING
Mains supply

Control
frequency

in(50c/s)

To line
scanning
coils

Line
blanking
Blanking
pulse

mixer
Field
blanking

Sync video

mixer

Composite
video signal
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out

To

camera
tube
cathode

or grid

Video

amplifier

Vision
signal

from

camera
tube

H
Il

Field
scanning

To fie d
scanning coils

Fig.
-Block diagram of closed-circuit television system adopting full interlace.
A master oscillator controls both the line and field scanning, blanking and sync
signals. This is controlled by a discriminator circuit which receives
samples of the field signals and the mains power signals. Should the frequency
of these signals tend to differ a control voltage is produced which adjusts the
frequency of the master oscillator so that the field frequency corresponds
exactly to the mains frequency. This avoids the ripple due to asynchronous
working. That is, when the field frequency differs a few cycles from the mains.
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Random interlace is used in inexpensive systems
because it is far less complicated than a system
employing full interlace. Pictures of the BBC and
ITA, of course, are fully interlaced. This means
that a complete television picture is produced of
two fields (or frames). On 405 -line pictures each
field comprises 202+ lines and on 625 -line pictures
312-',- lines. The lines of the two fields are interlaced
to give a complete picture of the full number of
lines. In practice not all the lines are used to carry
picture information because some of them occur
during the blacked -out period between fields and
are not seen.
British Systems
On all British systems the
field
timebase
operates
at
50c/s and is often locked to the
frequency of the power supply
system. This then means that
Line
a picture field occurs every fiftieth
oscil ator
of. a second and that a complete
10,125c/s
picture happens every twenty-fifth
of a second. On 405 -line systems
the line timebase operates at
10,125c/s and at 15,625c/s on 625 line systems. The line timebase
Mains
repetition frequency is discovered frequency
by multiplying half the number of
in
lines by the field
repetition
frequency.
Full Interlace

309
Line blanking

Picture
signal

pulses
Fig.

Line

12-Illustrating

a line

blanking period.

To camera

grid
blankingtube
or cathode

Line
sync

Line
deflection

To line
scanning
coils
Compositeo

video+E-a
out

Field
blanking

To camera

tube grid
or cathode

SyrrsxereoH
mixer
A

Video

amplifier
Field
oscil ator

Field
The other complex stages of a
sync
1
50c/s
camera system employing full
Vision
signai
interlace is shown in Fig. 11. The
from
line and field timing or sync pulses
camera tube
To field
are derived from a controlled
Field
scanning
master oscillator which, on 405 -line
deflection
coils
systems, operates at a frequency of
13-Block
Fig.
diagram
of
a
random
interlace closed-circuit TV system.
20,250c/s.
Thus by the use of a circuit The line oscillator is free -running while the field is derived from the mains
supply at 50c/s.
which divides this frequency by 40
a 50c/s timing pulse is produced
for the field circuits, and by the use of a circuit
Random Interlace
which divides the master oscillator frequency by
The far less complicated random interlace
two a 10,125c/s timing pulse is produced for the
arrangement is shown in block form in Fig. 13.
line circuits.
Here we have a free -running 10,125c/s oscillator
(for 405 -line systems) to provide line deflection,
line sync and line blanking and a 50c/s oscillator
Mains Locking
locked to the mains supply frequency to provide
Locking to the mains frequency is often accom- field deflection, field sync and field blanking.
plished by a discriminator network. This compares
It will be seen that there is no definite relationthe generated field frequency with the supply mains ship between the line and field scanning
frequency. Any difference in frequency produces frequencies. The payment for this simplification
a control voltage which is used to correct the
is the lines of the picture dancing in and out of
frequency of the master oscillator.
interlace, but this need not be disturbing as already
In the system depicted in Fig. 11 the line pulses
intimated.
operate the line timebase and the field pulses
operate the field timebase for deflection of the
camera tube scanning beam. Various " blanking " Simple Field Timebose
networks are also utilised to blank off the camera
tube electron beam during the flyback periods
Fig. 14 shows a basic random interlace field
between successive line and field scans.
timebase circuit. This is probably the simplest
Fig. 12 gives an illustration of line blanking transistor circuit that there is of this kind. There
during the line flyback when the line sync pulse is
is no actual field oscillator. Instead signals at 50c/a
added.
mains frequency (picked up from a winding on the
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50cÁ mains
frequency
in

4708

10011

Field sync
and blanking
pulses

Height

1000jF control

out

10n

2.2kí1

Tr2
100n

2.2k

500r."..
pF

II

Field
coils;¡

100yF

+ve

Fig.

14-Simple field timebase operated from 50c/s
moins supply.
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Simple Line Timebase

An equally simple line timebase circuit is shown
in Fig. 15. Here the collector of Tr2 is fed back
to the base of Trl, via the 0.015µF capacitor, to
form a self -oscillating circuit.
The repetition

frequency is governed by the feedback capacitor
mentioned and by the setting of the 27kf1 potentiometer in Trl base circuit.
The collector of Tr2 is loaded by a choke and
resistor combination, the resistors controlling the
line scan amplitude and the choke acting as a
corrective coupling to the line scanning coils.
Further waveform correction for a linear line scan
is given by the 0.022µF capacitor on Tr2 collector.

25n

0.3332F

Tri

TELEVISION

Line Blanking

Line blanking is provided simply by feeding a
pulse from Tr2 collector to the control grid (or
modulator as it is often called) of the camera tube.
This pulse kills the camera output during the line
period and thus gives the
blanking effect as shown in
Fig. 12. Line sync is extracted
also from the collector of Tr2,
the
waveform
here
being
corrected by the capacitor -resistor
coupling.
Line sync
This signal, along with a
out
suitable field sync signal from the
field timebase, is applied to the
sync/video mixer as we shall see.
.

0.01pF
blanking
pulse

out

Field Pulse Shaping and Blanking

Fig. 16 shows a field pulse
shaping circuit. Here the signal
at the collector of Trl in Fig. 14
u
is applied to the base of the
transistor. The shaped field sync
pulse is fed to the same network
4-ve
which receives the line sync
pulses coming from the collector
circuit of Tr2 in Fig. 15.
A ratio of the signal at
Fig. 15-Simple line timebase circuit using a free -running oscillator.
the collector of the transistor in
Fig. 16 is used as the field
mains transformer) are applied to the base of Trl.
blanking pulse. This is fed to the control grid of
These signals are rectified by the diode D1 and
the camera tube, through a coupling capacitor,
amplified by Trl. The signals resulting at the along with the line blanking pulses.
collector are used for field sync and blanking
purposes.
The signals at the emitter of the transistor are
fed to the base of Tr2, this transistor being the
-ve
field amplifier proper. The collector feeds the field
Field sync
scanning coils from a capacitive potential -divider,
Field pulse
signal
which corrects the waveform, through the height
out
control and a 10f2 limiting resistor. Further wave22kf1
form correction is provided by the 10011 resistor
0.015pF
103.1F
and the 100µF electrolytic capacitor in Tr2 base
circuit.
This is a very straightforward circuit with
+ve
virtually nothing to go wrong and represents an
ideal experimental network for the enthusiast. A
control of field linearity can be provided by
replacing the 1009 resistor in Tr2 base with a
Fig. 16-Field pulse shaping circuit.
2509 preset.
Line

colla

i
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This technique has the great advantage that any
In Fig. 17 is shown the circuit of the video/sync
domestic set can be used as a monitor without
mixer. This is very straightforward, the transistor
being arranged in the common -collector mode internal 'modifications and that any number of
(emitter-follower). Both the vision signals from monitor receivers can be established on a standard
the video amplifier and the sync signals from the amplified distribution :network. Usually, however,
timebases, via the pulse shaping networks, are the r.f. output is of sufficient level to work up -to
applied to the base of the transistor and the com- about three monitor sets without amplification
posite video signal being extracted at low provided they are connected to the common cable
through a matching or " star " network.
impedance from the emitter.
In Fig. 18 Trl is the final transistor in the video
Such a signal would be suitable for feeding into
the control grid circuit of a video amplifier in amplifier channel, while Tr2 is the r.f. oscillator
any television receiver, assuming matching line transistor. The transistor is made to oscillate by
standards, of course.
Closed-circuit television the 10pF coupling between the collector and
enthusiasts often acquire old domestic-type tele- emitter and the oscillatory frequency is tuned by
L1 and the parallel 30pF trimmer. The 22kí2
vision receivers which they then adapt to work as
monitors. It is usually necessary simply to dis- resistor here provides a degree of damping.
The modulation process is basic. The OA81
connect the feed from the vision detector to the
video amplifier valve in the set, ensuring that the diode is used as the modulator (any non-linear
grid is not left floating above
chassis, and then apply the composite video signal from the output
of the camera channel to the grid
circuit in place of the signal
normally applied from the detector.
1kCt
Very good results arc attainable
by this means and such a set-up
with the camera channel exposed
allows the effect of adjustments in
the camera circuits to be seen and
with the knowledge that, at least,
the monitor is of commercial
origin. This provides a standard
on which the camera channel can
be based.

R.F. Output

Fig. 18 reveals a circuit which
allows the composite video signal
to be modulated on to a carrier
wave of a frequency corresponding
to a Band I television channel. The
camera channel output can then Sync pulses in
be connected direct to the aerial
socket of any receiver of corre- Fig. 18-Showing how an r,f. oscillator, tuned to correspond to a Band I
ponding line standards and the set channel, is modulated by the picture signal and the sync pulses. The former
adjusted to the selected channel is applied together with the r.f. signal to a modulator diode while the latter
are applied to the emitter of the oscillator.
number to secure normal working

conditions.

-Nee

Video
signal

Composite

In

Video signal

out

Sync
signal

Ove

In

Fig. 17--Video-sync mixing circuit.

device is suitable for this function) and to this is
applied the r.f. signal from Tr2 collector and the
vision signal from Trl collector. This causes the
amplitude of the carrier wave to vary in sympathy
with the picture signal. The diode also gives d.c.
restoration and a datum to the signal.
The sync signals may also be fed into the diode
but in the circuit shown these arc taken actually
into the oscillator at the emitter through the 4.7k12
resistor.

Next Month
Next month we shall deal in the final article with
adjustments to closed-circuit television systems and
also give some information regarding the addition
of sound Io the vision.
PART 4 NEXT MONTH
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IMPULSIVE interference

is the most common
This results from all

to television these days.

kinds of electrical appliances and devices which
tend to spark when switched or operated. A very
powerful source of impulsive interference is the
ignition system of a motor -car.
Brush -type electric motors of the kind employed
in some domestic appliances is another potent
source. Thermostats and switches also give rise
to interference of this nature.
Without going too deeply into technicalities,
impulsive interference is a burst of electromagnetic
radiation lasting only a fraction of a second. There
may be a series of such bursts, of course, thereby
giving prolonged interference effects.
The amount of instantaneous power radiated
during a single burst is considerable but fortunately
the average power is small owing to the short time
period of the burst.
Impulsive interference

+

(a)
Impulsive interference

white

--

TRANSITORY NATURE

The interference thus takes the form of large
amplitude pulses with very sharply rising leading
and trailing edges. The transitory nature of the
pulses evokes a damped oscillation within any
receiving equipment that the pulses enter.
In a television set, for instance, the pulses cause
the tuned circuits effectively to " ring ". The
resulting damped oscillation sends a modulated
burst of signal through the set which is
demodulated by the sound and vision detectors and
which can then disturb the sound and vision
reception in a manner that is very well known.
It is interesting to note that the bandwidth of
the tuned circuits through which the interference
pulses pass governs the pulse time at the detector.
The pulse duration, in fact, is related to the
reciprocal of the bandwidth. Thus the greater the
bandwidth the narrower the pulses.
The relatively wide vision channel bandwidth
minimises the pulse duration and to some extent
facilitates suppression of the pulses prior to the
picture tube without detracting too greatly from the
picture quality. The smaller sound channel bandwidth, on the other hand, makes suppression at the
set just that little more difficult.
Impulsive interference appears on demodulated
waveforms as shown in Fig. 1. Here we see at
(a), (b) and (c) impulsive interference on sound and
on 405 and 625 vision waveforms respectively.
Waveform (b) shows positive modulation and
waveform (c) negative modulation. The interference is common to all the waveforms in that it
rises in a positive direction.
INTERFERENCE LIMITING

i

hti'

black'

Sync

(b)

`/Sync

Sync

Sync

Impulsive interference

(c)
Fig. r-Impulsive interference on demodulated waveforms.
At (a) on an audio signal, at (b) on a positive -going vision
signal=sand at (c) on a negative -going vision signal.

The best suppression, of course, is at source, so
that the interference never arises on the signal
waveforms. The only other palliative is to clip the
interference at the set. Limiters are used on both
sound and vision for this purpose as is well known.
The sound limiter is caused to conduct or go
open -circuit (depending upon its design) on pulses
of interference and thus either short-circuits or
blocks the pulses prior to the audio amplifier. In
that way the audio signal is let through while the
interference is suppressed.
Similarly. on the positive modulation of the 405 line standard either the positive -going pulses are
clipped before peak white or they are neutralised
by the application of negative -going pulses at
exactly the sanie time as the positive -going pulses
occur.
The latter gives the well-known " black spotter "
suppression effect where, instead of the interference

manifesting as white spots on the picture, it shows
as grey or pinpoints of black.
On positive vision modulation (waveform (b)) it
is seen that the pulses rise in the same direction as
the picture modulation. To the receiver video
circuits, therefore, the interference " looks " like
picture signal of short duration, peak white nature.
Hence the reason why the pulses are displayed as
spots of white on the screen. The sync pulses, it
will be seen, are here completely unaffected by the
interference.
Now let us look at the negative picture modulation of the 625 -line standard in waveform (c).
Here the interference pulses rise in the direction
of the sync pulses, away from peak white picture.
The result on the screen, therefore, is opposite to
that on 405 lines. That is, grey or black spots of
interference arise.
This is useful, since the effect is precisely that
produced by the vision interference limiter on a
405 -line receiver. Thus, on 625 lines a vision interference limiter is not required.
Unfortunately, however, this is not the end of the
story since the sync pulses are a part of it. In spite
of the interference pulses rising towards black, they
also rise towards the sync pulses, an effect which is
not too helpful from the field and line synchronising aspects.
LESS

which is fed through a long time-constant circuit
to the line oscillator, thereby correcting its drifting
tendency and pulling the oscillator back into step
with the sync pulses. A block diagram of this
system is given in Fig. 2.
There are various designs of flywheel -controlled
line synchronising systems, the circuits of which
are outside the scope of this article. Some arrange
for the control voltage to correct the frequency of
the line oscillator direct, while in others the control
voltage operates a variable reactance device which
in turn controls the frequency of a sine wave
oscillator feeding the line output stage, via a pulse shaping network. Such circuits have been detailed
in past issues Of PRACTICAL TELEVISION.
The chief attribute of flywheel -controlled line
synchronising is that the line oscillator or generator,
being buffered, in effect, from the line sync pulses,
is unaffected by interference or noise which may be
present on the pulses.
Noise or interference in a direct synchronising
system can cause random firing of the line oscillator or generator, an effect which gives ragged edges
to the vertical parts of a picture.
FLYWHEEL EFFECT

Since it is a voltage, as distinct from pulses,
which controls the frequency of the line oscillator
in flywheel circuits, noise on the pulses is not particularly troublesome, as will be appreciated. Moreover, the Flywheel effect given by the long time To line output
stage

Line sync
pulses
m

Sample of
signal trom

U.H.F. INTERFERENCE

Tust how greatly impulsive interference detracts
from the synchronising performance of a receiver
on 625 lines depends on the design of the sync
circuits and on just how much impulsive interference is received by the set.
From the latter point of view, it is well worth
remembering that impulsive interference is less
troublesome on 625 lines as compared with 405
lines, since the interference response on the ultra
high -frequency channels used for the 625 -line
standard is considerably less than that on the very
high -frequency channels used for the 405 -line
standard.
Nevertheless, main road u.h.f. viewing can incite
sync troubles, especially from the field timebase
aspect.
At this stage it should be mentioned that the
majority of dual -standard receivers embody a
system of flywheel -controlled synchronising in the
line timebase. This system adopts a free running
oscillator and a discriminator circuit which
compares the phase and frequency of the line time base signal and the line sync pulses.
Should there be a tendency for the timebase signal to fall out of step with the line sync pulses a
control voltage is produced by the discriminator

.

Ime

Fig.

2-A

trnebase

block diagram of a flywheel -controlled line
sync system.

constant circuit between the discriminator and the
oscillator irons out any fast variation of control
voltage which may result from noise or interference
on the sync pulses applied to the discriminator.
This feature also holds the oscillator at the
correct frequency for a brief period should for some
reason or other the line sync pulses be very badly
distorted or fail altogether.
Early 405 -line -only sets of the fringe area type
featured flywheel -controlled line sync quite
extensively. As improvements occurred in signal
strength and interference suppression throughout
the country, however, the system was dropped by
the majority of makers in favour of direct line
sync.
Owing to the very real possibility of disturbances
to the line sync by interference on 625 lines, flywheel -controlled line sync is again returning to the
domestic scene and it is now found in the majority

'
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" blocks ".
This means that it becomes inactive to ordinary
sync pulses for the period of time that it takes for
the abnormally high capacitor charge to leak away
through the grid resistor. Subsequent sync pulses
+ve

Interference pulse
Interference

+ve

Interference
cancellation
valve

Interference

cancellation
stage
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Unfortunately it ,is not easily possible to employ a
similar arrangement in the field timebase.
That the field timebase oscillator is likely to be
as greatly affected by noise pulses as the line time base is made clear by the waveform in Fig. 1(c).
Let us see exactly what happens in this respect.
If it is supposed that a high amplitude interference pulse occurs on the video waveform, it is
obvious that this will also occur at the control grid
of the sync separator valve, even though the interference pulse is not actually superimposed upon the
sync pulse. One can understand, therefore, why the
sync separator could mistake a pulse of interference
on 625 lines for a line sync pulse.
Applied to the sync separator control grid, therefore, might well be a pulse of interference rising in
exactly the same direction as the sync pulses, but
of far greater amplitude than these. This interference pulse will tend to push the sync separator
into deeper grid current than the sync pulses.
Thus, the capacitor connected to the grid of the
sync separator will develop an abnormally high
charge-greater than that produced by an ordinary
sync pulse. The effect is that the sync separator

'

pulse

extracted

Video

amplifier

Sync

separator

11
i

Combined
sync

separator.

Sync

separate'
valve

Video in

signal

(from video

amplifier/

To picture

tube

ái iron

Video sig

video amplifier

Fig. 4a (left) --Interference cancellation block diagram dnd; b

(right)-the

basic circuit. This is fully described In the

text.

of dual -standard pets, either on both standards or
switched in only on the 625 -line standard, depending upon the make, type and the design of the
receiver.
The ragged vertical effect is also emphasised on
the 625 -line standard resulting from random noise
on the line sync pulses due to the higher line
scanning speed and the greater energy of the scan.
So much, then, for the line synchronising, but what
of the field?

are, therefore, not registered in the anode circuit
of the sync separator valve. That is, not until the
grid capacitor is sufficiently discharged.
Now, we have seen that a flywheel -controlled
line oscillator can continue undisturbed for a brief
period without line sync pulses, but not so the field
oscillator. This must receive strong, noise -free field
sync pulses to initiate the field scan and to ensure
good interlace performance.
INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION

FIELD EFFECTS

In practice it is
appears to be more
dard than the line
being stabilised by

the field synchronising which
affected on the 625 -line stansynchronising, the latter now
flywheel -controlled line sync.

Fig. 3 shows the blocking effect at the sync
separator and reveals clearly that some artifice must
be adopted to avoid this so as to retain good field
synchronising under conditions of impulsive interference. A method in current use employs a so-
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simple noise detector for operating the noisegated sync separator stage.

ECH84

Inverted
Interference
pulse

5-Noise-gated sync separator circuit, using the
Mullard ECH84 triode-heptode valve. The heptode is
shown here. The triode is employed elsewhere in the
Fig.

receiver.

called interference cancellation circuit.
Here the output of the video amplifier valve is
passed to the control grid of an interference cancellation valve as well as being passed to the control
grid of the sync separator valve and the picture
tube.
Now, the interference cancellation valve is
adjusted to be non -conducting during normal picture signal and conducting on pulses of interference.
The output of this valve is applied in parallel with
the video signal at the control grid of the sync
separator valve. Under zero interference conditions,
therefore, the interference cancellation valve has no
effect on the operation of the circuit at all.
During a pulse of interference, however, the
valve conducts, and due to its phase reversal effect
it passes on to the grid of the sync separator an
inverted version of that same pulse. Thus, the sync
separator receives two interference pulses, that
direct from the video amplifier and the inverted one
via the interference cancellation valve.
These two pulses of opposing phase cancel each
other out at the grid of the sync separator valve,
and prevent the valve from blocking in the manner
already described. A block diagram of this system is
shown in Fig. 4 at (a) and the basic circuit at (b).
NOISE GATED SEPARATOR

A somewhat different arrangement has been
evolved by Mullard Limited. This employs a
heptode valve (Mullard ECH84) as the sync
separator in a so-called " noise -gated " configuration. The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 5. The
operation of the circuit is quite staightfonvard and
is given below.
Video signal from the video amplifier valve is
applied to control grid 2 of the heptode section of
the valve in the ordinary way. In order to get the
valve working, however, control grid 1 needs to be

positively biased to a small extent. This is achieved
by the preset VR1.
To control grid 1 is also applied any interference
pulses which may occur on the demodulated video
signal. These pulses are derived from a noise
detector and they are negative -going in opposition
to the polarity of the interference pulses which
occur on the video signal at control grid 2.
Nov, under conditions of zero interference, the
sync separator works in the conventional manner.
On the occurrence of a large amplitude interference
pulse, however, control grid 1 is pulled heavily
negative just at the time when control grid 2 would
be entering its blocking period.
The valve is now, of course, prevented from
blocking since it is pulled out of conduction by the
negative pulse on control grid 1. Only a very small
disturbance then occurs on the pulse chain in the
anode circuit, which is insufficient to impair the
synchronising.
The circuit in practice may differ from its basic
configuration since it might incorporate dodges
which are designed to keep the gating action
constant over the full range of contrast control. The
triode section of the ECH84 may serve either as a
pulse clipper or even as the noise detector. A
simple noise detector circuit, not using the triode,
is shown in Fig. 6
A NOISE DETECTOR

Here the noise detector is a germanium diode.
Signal from the anode of the final vision i.f. amplifier valve is coupled to this diode through Cl and
the tuned circuit Ll-C2.
This tuned circuit discriminates between the sync
pulses and the noise pulses, having in mind that
the signal components of the sync pulses are concentrated into a relatively narrow channel of about
1Mc/s width while the interference pulses comprise signal components from very low to very high
freouencies.
The tuned circuit is adjusted for minimum low
frequency signal at the noise detector output, an
action which deletes the sync pulses and brings
forth only the interference pulses. These are then
fed through the filter choke L2 to control grid 1 of
the heptode. Resistor R2 is simply the diode load.
The foregoing, therefore, has shown how impulsive interference, although less responsive on the
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u.h.f. channels, relative to the v.h.f. channels, can
upset both the line and field- synchronising of 625 line pictures, and how these troubles can be overcome and, indeed, are overcome in contemporary
dual -standard receivers.
Before concluding this article there are two more
points of interest worth considering relative to the
625 -line standard.
ASYNCHRONOUS EFFECTS

One concerns the asynchronous working of the
625 -line system. On 405 lines the field timebase
frequency is locked to the 50c/s mains frequency.
On 625 lines there is no such locking and the field

frequency differs a little from that of the mains
supply. Thus, there can occur a very low -frequency
beat effect between the field frequency and the
mains frequency.
Normally, this is not noticeable. However, should
the power supply smoothing in the receiver be
below standard or faulty, then this beat effect will
show up. It is displayed as a slow ripple up the
picture.
If the h.t. filtering to the vision or timebase
circuits is impaired, it is possible for the field synchronising to be disturbed due to hum beats, even
though the ripple on the picture may barely be
noticeable. The effect then is that at intervals the
picture triggers one frame, and no matter how carefully the field lock control is adjusted the effect
persists.
The trouble is proved by switching the set to the
405 -line standard when the field lock will remain
consistent and solid. The solution lies in replacing
the defective filter or smoothing capacitor or the
valve with a heater/cathode leak.
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SIGNAL POLARISATION EFFECTS

The other point concerns the polarisation of the
u.h.f. signals. From transmitters so far in action the
signals are horizontally polarised. This means that
the receiving aerial has to be horizontally disposed
to pick up the best signal. That is, so far as theory
goes.
In practice, it has been discovered that the plane
of polarisation of the u.h.f. signals tends to twist,
even over relatively short distances, particularly in
heavily bu;l*-up wear.
Indee), the twist in polarisation is sometimes not
consistent on both the vision and sound signals.
This can mean that the sound signal is of considerably different level from the vision signal at the end
of the aerial downlead after the aerial has been
orientated for the best vision signal. In some cases,
it is possible for the sound signal to be so far below
the strength of the vision signal that it is impossible
to get the sound and vision together at the same
point on the u.h.f. tuner.
The effect is that if the tuner is adjusted for
maximum sound the vision is poor while tuning for
maximum vision gives poor or zero sound!
To overcome this trouble a compromise aerial
setting may be required between the vertical and
horizontal planes, depending upon just how far the
polarisation has twisted on sound or vision relative
to vision or sound. It should also be borne in mind,
however, this similar trouble can also be caused by
a generally weak u.h.f. signal and by misalignment
of the 625 -line i.f. stages.
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Receivers
by L. Lawry Johns

No. 112: Beethoven 8106/1 and Raymond F10511

mTE receive many enquiries for information on

chassis as the Emerson E704, already covered in
this series.
The B106/1 and F105/1 may be found as table
model or as floor-standing models with legs. The
controls are situated at the side, the chassis is
vertical and the tuner unit, etc., is mounted on a
carriage which slides inward when the fixing screws
are slackened to facilitate chassis removal.
Separate sensitivity controls _for Band I and

/ these receivers and it would appear that

many readers have been using them for
some years without knowing the maker or model

number!
To this end we would point out that these
particular models are simplified versions of the
B106 and F105, which are not the subject of this
article, also that the Beethoven B208 used the same
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Line hold

view of the chassis from the rear showing the major components. Alignment figures are given on this diagram
for the i.f. transformers.

Band III are provided which feed a negative
standing bias to the PCC84 control grid from the
line output stage, the cathode being fixed biased.
With this circuit no a.g.c. is applied to the tuner
and in areas of high signal strength it is essential to
set the controls VR2 and VR3 correctly to avoid
cross -modulation sound on vision-vision buzz on
sound, etc. A.G.C. is only applied to the common
i.f. stage V7.
The tube used is a Mullard electrostatically
focused AW43-80. Attention is drawn to the fact
that the brilliance is varied by applying the control
voltage to the cathode; there is no direct coupling
to the video amplifier and the grid is returned to
chassis via the field output for blanking purposes.
We mention this so that tube base voltage tests
will not be confusing. The grid is at chassis
potential and the control variation is to be read at
pin 11 (cathode). Boost line voltage is applied to
the first anode at pin 10 and focus potential is
selected by plug and socket for application to
pin 6.
These are the only particular points to be borne
in mind. The basic circuit is extremely simple
and the faults which may be encountered are easily
diagnosed and speedily rectified.

Low Emission
Small picture lacking both width and height,

Common Faults

Sound

PY32. The faults
to be expected with this valve are as follows:

The h.t. rectifier valve is

a

poor picture definition and e.h.t. regulation, eventually becoming weak or no sound and no vision as
the voltage drops more severely.
Gassed

Blue glow in valve envelope, extended warming -

up period with the voltage gradually creeping up,

leading to delayed sound and much longer delayed
picture, which appears small, to slowly improve
over perhaps an hour.
Blown Fuses

Internal arcing inside electrode structure. Use
rectifier for replacement.
The fuses may only fail when the line timebase
comes into operation, preceded by the PY32 heater
lighting brightly. In this event change the PY81.
This fault occurs when the PY81 heater/cathode
insulation breaks down, when the line flyback
voltage builds up to the critical level. The fuse
F3 does not always blow.
After trouble has been experienced with the h.t.
a PY33

supply it is as well to check the 47f2 surge resistors
to pins 3 and 5 of the PY32 valve base.

The PCL83' (V5) can be responsible for various
defects ranging from complete absence of sound,
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intermittent sound which comes on with a loud
crack, distorted sound with perhaps overheating
and damage to R20, or perhaps only weak sound.
An internal short in the PCL83 can produce
severe overheating in R21, overloading of the h.t.
supply with copious quantities of smoke heralding
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more serious damage and consequent extensive
repairs to the dropper, surge resistors, PY32, R21,
R20 and the original culprit, the PCL83.
The fault of intermittent sound can often be
definitely located by lightly tapping the valve.
CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

HT1

HT2

b

Fig.
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NTSC
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The Industry's Choice

WITH colour TV once again the subject of
renewed discussion, and with (we hope) a
decision on the standards to be adopted by
Europe and/or Britain imminent, a comprehensive
report on the UK -favoured NTSC system has
been prepared by BREMA*. Since the subject of
colour TV touches closely on the activities and
interest of most readers of Practical Television we
are reporting extensively from this document.

The Basic Set-up
From July to November, 1964, BREMA
organised a series of home viewing tests using
UK -made NTSC colour TV receivers. The tests
were designed to assess, under normal domestic
viewing conditions and for non -technical viewers
who had no connection with the TV industry or
programmes, the controllability of NTSC receivers.
Information was also gathered on picture quality
and reliability.
Transmissions were from the BBC Crystal Palace
station, channel 33 u.h.f., and contained a mixture
of camera pictures, films, slides and captions; each
session lasted approximately one hour. A complete
monitoring record of all transmissions was maintained at a site about two miles from the
transmitter.
Questionnaires were provided to obtain information on controllability and picture quality,
including that of the monochrome picture produced
on the colour receiver, in order to check whether
poor grey or misconvergence influenced the assessment of the colour picture.
The installing
engineers also gave assessments of picture quality
and other information on viewing conditions.

Controllability
The results from 127 sites show that the tuning

of the receivers was remarkably stable on u.h.f.,
TABLE

I

Number of Adjustments

Receiver

Control
0

I

2

3

4

5

6

Tuning...
0
0
...73% 21% 4% 2% 0
Colour
Intensity ... 44% 29% 14% 6% 3% 3% I%
...45% 30% 13% 5% 3% 3% I%
Hue ...
This table gives the percentages of viewing sessions in
which the stated number of adjustments were made to
each of three controls.
* 8REMA-8ritith Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association.

as were the colour intensity (saturation) and lute

controls. The results show that NTSC receivers
do not require repeated adjustment.
Table 1 gives a summary of the total adjustments
to these controls for all reasons and indicates that
there was a strong tendency for the operator to
make either no adjustment or very few adjustments.
Results show that 48% of all control adjustments
were made at the start of the colour programme,
28% were occasioned by a " programme change "
and 24% were for other reasons. The adjustment
of the controls, assessed from 499 replies, was
found to be better than " easy ". Using a six point scale (1=very easy, 2=easy, 3=fairly easy,
4=rather difficult, 5=difficult, 6=very difficult)
the mean rating was:

Tuning

Colour intensity
Hue

1.43

F82
1.86

Picture Quality
The quality of colour pictures, based on 1,149

replies representing 1,600 man-hours viewing, was
better than " good". Using a six-point scale
(1=excellent, 2=good, 3=fairly good, 4=rather
good, 5=poor, 6=very poor) the mean rating was
1.75.

The quality of film clearly affected viewers'
judgment of consistency, while variations between
receiver types and of transmission quality had no
statistically, significant effect. Of the main sample
78% said that the colour picture quality was
consistent throughout the programmes. In a sub sample of, 108 replies 21 viewers said that picture
quality was not consistent but nevertheless gave a
mean quality rating of F86.
The impairment of the monochrome picture, due
to a colour cast, for 920 replies had a rating of 1.84
on a six point scale (1=imperceptible, 2=just
perceptible, 3=definitely perceptible but not
disturbing, etc.).
Conclusions
BREMA conclude that after field tests with more
than 40 NTSC colour TV receivers installed in 127
homes of members of the general public under
normal domestic viewing conditions have shown

that:

(a) The tuning, colour intensity and hue
controls are easy to adjust. Initial adjustment took
place in about half of the viewing sessions;
repeated readjustments were not necessary.
(b) Picture quality, using normal receiver
controls, was good.
(c) Reliability was most satisfactory.
Few
service calls were necessary and these were of a
trivial nature.
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THE BREMA CASE FOR NTSC

not operate these receivers easily and that the
absence of the Hue and Colour Intensity (saturation) controls in a SECAM receiver was a point in
its favour. BREMA therefore decided to conduct
its own large-scale trials which have established that
this suggestion is a fallacy. The differing types of
NTSC receivers produced by a number of UK
manufacturers were stable and easy to handle, and
under normal home -viewing conditions it was found
desirable to have Hue and Colour Intensity controls. These trials have fully confirmed the BREMA
preference for NTSC.

THE television receiver industry in the UK has
given much consideration to the choice of a
system of colour TV and has based its assess-

ments on answers to these fundamental questions:

Is the NTSC system one which will give
good quality reliable pictures (both on
colour and monochrome) on receivers
operated by unskilled viewers?
(2) Is there any other system which, under the
same conditions, gives results sufficiently
superior to NTSC to justify the departure
from an established system? The only
serious contenders to NTSC are the latest
version of SECAM (known as SECAM 3)
and PAL.
(1)

Colour Picture Quality

NTSC, with a wideband I circuit, has the highest
horizontal colour definition potential, while the
vertical colour resolution is greater than the other
systems (twice that of SECAM) and is not subject
to spurious horizontal beat patterns. NTSC has,
therefore the highest potentiality for good colour
pictures, and NTSC receivers are fully capable of
reproducing high standard colour transmissions.

As a result of its investigations, the industry,
represented by BREMA, is firmly of the opinion
that of the three systems under consideration,
NTSC is the most suitable for a public broadcasting service.
At the meeting of CCIR Study Group XI Sub Group on Colour Television held in London in
February 1964, it was evident that, although the
UK receiver industry was unanimously convinced
of the superiority of NTSC (and indeed this was
the preference expressed as the official UK view),
further documentary evidence would be desirable,
in spite of the fact that the NTSC system had been
operating successfully in the USA (and, more
recently, in Japan) for many years.
There had been suggestions that the public could

100-
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Compatibility

NTSC gives the best results on monochrome
receivers since it has the lowest colour sub -carrier
visibility and an absence of spurious patterns on
moving pictures, which can be troublesome on both
the other systems. In the UK over two million
405/625 -line receivers are already in service, and
these have sufficient resolution of fine detail to
make compatability important; this situation also
applies in many other countries. A simple notch
filter is possible in future designs of receivers with
NTSC (and PAL) to remove all traces of the sub -
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BACKGROUND OF COLOUR ACTIVITY BY U.K. MANUFACTURERS
1954: BBC commenced testing NTSC system on Channel I, 405 -lines.
1955: Tests of compatibility of NTSC with satisfactory results.
1956: Fifteen British -made NTSC receivers assembled by BREMA for over -the -air demonstrations to CCIR
study group who also saw other NTSC equipment staged by the BBC and the radio industry.
1956/7: Tests carried out in conjunction with BBC on NTSC colour reception in the home. Receivers satisfactory
but not advanced enough for general marketing.
1957/60: General development work on NTSC and, later, SECAM receivers.
1960: Following the TAC Report (colour TV should be introduced only on standards ultimately adopted for
monochrome TV), research activities slackened off.
1962: The decision to adopt 625 -line system rekindled interest. The EBU established colour TV group to recommend a common colour TV system for Europe. Demonstrations organised showing NTSC, PAL and SECAM
systems, to study all aspects. BBC commenced first experimental NTSC colour transmissions on channel 44,
625-lines; manufacturers resumed development. All three systems thoroughly examined.
1963: BBC field trials on channels 34 and 44 allowing simultaneous comparisons to be made between the three
systems.
1964: BREMA home viewing tests.

carrier but SECAM requires a filter which is more
complex and is then not completely effective.

Controllability
The recent BREMA Home Viewing Tests have
proved that the controls on an NTSC receiver are
stable and easy to handle, even by unskilled
viewers; although it is perfectly satisfactory to have
separate Tuning, Colour Intensity and I -lue
controls the NTSC system is flexible and all these
controls can be made automatic if desired.
The Tuning control (a problem with all systems
on u.h.f.) is probably the most important of these,
and can be simplified by the employment of automatic frequency control, either with or without
push-button channel selection.
The Colour Intensity control can be automatic
with NTSC, but is very useful in correcting for
differing ambient lighting conditions and for the
preferences of individual viewers; SECAM is unsatisfactory in this respect since the normal absence
of an intensity control prevents adjustment to cope
both with these conditions, and also an incorrect
balance between the luminance and chrominance
signals which occurs with SECAM in areas of poor
signal strength if the limiter becomes ineffective;
an intensity control is now often fitted to SECAM
receivers.
The Hue control (also normally available with
NTSC but not with SECAM) enables the viewer
to adjust the picture to his personal preference and
to compensate for different tints of ambient lighting
or small changes of colour which may occur at the
programme source. This is easily made an automatic control if desired, while the use of an optional
automatic/manual circuit in an NTSC receiver
enables the viewer to obtain the correct hue and
then make adjustments to suit his personal preferences.

Stability and Lack of Complication
The NTSC system is in practice non -critical in
terms of i.f. response for both the luminance and
chrominance channels; the use of a suppressed
colour sub -carrier ensures accuracy and stability of
white balance. NTSC receivers are less complicated
than those for other systems because :

-

There is no recognition signal requiring
additional circuitry and to be prone to
interference.
(ii) They require no h.f. de -emphasis (" anti cloche ") circuit.
(iii) There is no f.m. discriminator to be carefully aligned for perfect balance.
(iv) There is no limiter circuit.
(y) There is no delay line.
(i)

These considerations simplify alignment in production and make servicing easier. Experience
shows that the highest reliability factor is always
associated with the simplest circuits.
Weak Signal Reception
Due either to the attempt to receive a signal in

an area not yet properly covered by the u.h.f.
service or to the use of inefficient receiving aerial
installation it has been found that some receivers
have to work under exceptionally poor reception
conditions. It is therefore essential that the receiver
circuits should not fail to operate under such conditions, and that a very low signal/background
" noise " ratio should not cause a disproportionate
degredation of the picture. Experience shows that
the NTSC receiver gives the best results under
these conditions.
Cost of Receivers

Estimates of the costs of the latest SECAM
receivers show little difference from the known cost
of NTSC receivers, but the new SECAM
techniques involve simplifications of circuitry which
have so far given disappointing results. The cost
of a PAL receiver is significantly more expensive
than an NTSC receiver. The question of royalties
payable on patents has not been taken into account,
but must be higher for SECAM and PAL than for

NTSC.

Experience of Systems
The NTSC system is the only one which has
been tested operationally by the radiation of a
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colour television service over many years. As a
result it is established that it is a practical system
and all the difficulties of its operation are known;
neither of the other two contenders have yet been
fully tested on a countrywide service basis, which
may well bring further problems to light. There is
a wealth of background engineering and operational
experience already available in the USA and Japan
on the NTSC system, but little or no operational
experience of SECAM and PAL has been obtained.
Future Potentialities

THE NTSC offers the greatest scope for
improved definition of colour pictures and good
compatible performance on monochrome receivers.
It is also the most suitable system for use with
single -gun tubes should these become available.
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AN AUTHORITATIVE

HANDYMAN'S ENCYCLOPEDIA

Complete in 26 Weekly Parts
PART

1

System Standardisation

The remarkable developments in the field of
long-distance communications will undoubtedly
result in an increase of inter -continental exchange
of programmes. The USA, Japan and Canada are
already committed to the NTSC system and the
adoption of the same basic system in Europe would
undoubtedly facilitate programme exchange.
Conclusions

BREMA concludes unanimously that the answers
posed in the introduction arc:
(i) The NTSC does give good quality reliable
pictures on receivers which are easy to
manufacture and which give a consistent
and stable performance over a long period.
(ii) Neither the SECAM nor the PAL systems
give results superior to NTSC; both systems
have inferior compatibility performance and
the SECAM colour picture is also inferior to

to the questions

NTSC.
These factors clearly indicate why the preference
of the UK television receiver manufacturing
industry is for the NTSC system.

GPO VIEWPOINT

1CCORDING to the GPO, the main reasons
underlying the UK's preference for NTSC

arc:

(a) NTSC has been in service in the USA for
over 10 years and a considerable background of

technical know-how has been built up. PAL and
SECAM are comparatively recent developments.
(b) It is believed that the cost of a SECAM
receiver can only be brought down to the same
level as an NTSC receiver by sacrificing performance and stability to an unacceptable degree.
The cost of a PAL receiver is likely to be higher
than that of an NTSC receiver.
monochrome picture received by
(c) The
millions of viewers who will not have colour sets
is expected to be appreciably better with NTSC.
(d) The adoption of NTSC in the UK would
facilitate the interchange of programmes with
other countries using NTSC, e.g. USA.
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CCTV CAMERA
CIRCUITS FOR IMPROVED PICTURE QUALITY
by L. McLaughlin

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 251 OF THE MARCH ISSUE

ECAUSE of operating conditions discussed
last month, the controls which permit correct
adjustment of the field output stage are
necessarily as follows:
(a) A means of setting the d.c. operating point
accurately to Class A. This had to be
added by splitting the junction of R22, R23,
R24 and inserting a 50kfl lin. preset potentiometer as shown in Fig. 4a (last month).
This was easily accommodated on the tag strips above the field output transformer, in
addition to the previously existing components situated there, together with the field
shift components already discussed earlier in
this article.
(b) A means of adjusting the drive voltage
amplitude at the grid to achieve Class Al
operating conditions. This control was
already present, in the form of VR3.
(C) A means of varying the applied h.t. voltage
(h.t.-I-A yellow, Fig. 4a) in order to change
the current amplitude of the Class Al
mutual characteristic of the valve until this
corresponds to correct field scan amplitude
(9mm on the vidicon target). This means
that R3 in Fig. 15 on page 176 of PRACTICAL
TELEVISION, January 1964, will have to be
chosen judiciously or be made variable. As
a matter of fact the published value of
25kf1 did not have to be changed in the
prototype, since it led to a correct mutual
characteristic with the power supply
circuits used. Constructors using slightly
different power supply components may
need to modify this resistor. Use of a
smaller value, say 10kft 2W, and a 180V
Zener diode shunted across C7 (same
Fig. 15), will stabilise the field output valve
h.t. voltage. This may prove beneficial in
areas with large mains voltage fluctuations
and will also make behaviour independent of
the exact nature of power supply components.
Adjustments

Assuming completely displaced controls, the
(following procedure is recommended for adjusting

the field output stage. Set the field amplitude
control (VR3, Fig. 4b) to midway and lock a focused
picture on the receiver. Adjust the new field scan
linearity control (Fig. 4a) towards higher negative
bias (slider towards R23) until the top and bottom
of the displayed picture cease to expand equally
and the top begins to distort. The negative peaks
of the waveform at the grid are then just running
round the bottom bend near cut-off and the intense
white band at the top of the picture will have
weakened in proportion.
Black flyback lines will appear at the bottom of
the picture since the bias will be too high and drive
too small at this stage. Now increase drive (VR3
slider towards R29 in Fig. 4b) until the black flyback lines have just disappeared at the bottom of
the picture. The increased drive will now be too
great in relation to the bias, so that much of the
grid waveform is below cut-off and the top of the
picture on the receiver is grossly expanded. Therefore, as the next step, reduce bias on the new field
scan linearity control (slider towards R24) until the
field geometry is correct again and the intense
white band at the top of the picture just starts to
reappear. Thereafter reduce drive by turning VR3
slider towards R31 until the black flyback lines at
the bottom of the picture just do not reappear.
One cycle of adjustments is therewith complete.
The same cycle of adjustments, commencing
with increasing the bias on the field scan linearity
control until the top of the picture just begins to
expand, should be repeated as often as necessary
until the correct settings have been reached, i.e.
black flyback lines at bottom of picture and white
band at top both absent and field geometry linear
on receiver display.
Now adjust the new vertical shift control. If the
top and bottom of the display picture is shaded off
anyway, once the operating point adjustments as
above have been completed, i.e. if the frame mask
is in the picture, then much of the scanned raster
on the vidicon target is behind the mask at both
top and bottom, so that the scan amplitude on the
vidicon target is clearly too great for the prevailing
Class Al drive. This means that the h.t. voltage is
too high and must be reduced by increasing the
value of R3 as already described. If, on the other
hand, neither the top nor the bottom edge of the
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vidicon mask is in the picture in the centralised
setting of the vertical shift control and wide
adjustment is necessary to bring the respective
mask edges into the picture, then the field scan
amplitude on the vidicon target is clearly too small
under the Class Al drive conditions; the extremities of the mask are not reached by the raster.
These conditions mean that the h.t. voltage is too
low and must be increased by reducing the value
of R3 in the " h.t.+A yellow " feed line.
The sequence of drive and operating point must
be repeated after every h.t. voltage adjustment, and
these two adjustments must be repeated alternately,
until absolute optimum settings are achieved. The
controls should then be sealed with a spot of
lacquer and the setting of the frame amplitude
control VR3 on the front panel clearly marked.
Small mains voltage fluctuations can he compensated and deliberate field geometry distortion for
" special effects " is possible with VR3.
Once all the factors discussed in the foregoing
sections have been clearly understood and
appropriate adjustments carefully carried out the
field linearity and picture quality will be excellent.
Very slight residual " flash " at the extreme top of
the field (intense white band, then very narrow
indeed) after the best possible adjustments have
been made according to the above described
procedure can be cured by judicious adjustment to
the value of R25 (Fig. 4b) to match the current rise
to the bottom bend of the field output valve
characteristic. The component numbers in Fig. 4
coincide with the original publication, to avoid any
confusion.
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pure sync pulses.

The exact moment of firing of
the timebases will then depend upon the picture
content at the start of each line, leading to vertical
wiggles in sympathy with picture content. Such
faults in receivers on BBC or ITA transmissions,
which may be assumed to conform to standard
specifications, are due to incorrect adjustment of
the voltage gating level in the sync separator
circuit, or due to a signal of incorrect total amplitude reaching the sync separator circuit on account
of a fault in the r.f. and i.f. a.g.c. circuits or simply
insufficient signal strength at the aerial in fringe
areas. In the present case, with our CCTV equipment, the sync -to -picture -content ratio may be
incorrect as it arrives at the receiver, even though
the sync separator is set correctly. The effect is
the same: vision will enter the sync circuits if the
sync pulses are too small.

Modulation Characteristic
Correct vision -to -sync ratio at V6 (Fig. 4b) in
relation to standards does not necessarily give best
results because of possible non-linearities of the
modulation characteristic in the CCTV tuner
(Fig. 16, page 177, PRACTICAL TELEVISION, January,
1964) which can compress the sync pulses and
favour the picture content. It may thus be necessary to assure greater sync pulse amplitude at V6
cathode. For this purpose R80, formerly 1811, has
been replaced by a 5011 preset potentiometer which
should be adjusted to the minimum resistance
value, preventing wavy verticals on the receiver
display.
Vidicon Grid Blanking D.G. Restoration
It is, of course, essential to keep the excess sync
The diode shown across R38 in Fig. 4b proved pulse amplitude at R80 to the smallest possible
level by adjusting the modulator and tuner in the
to be a useful addition in the course of experiments
manner already described in the original publicato remove the black flyback lines at the bottom of
tion. Otherwise a non-standard signal will appear
the picture. This diode d.c. restores the vidicon
grid waveform to the beam current control voltage at the video output, P7, leading to trouble on some
video circuit monitor units.
selected on VR5, such that the waveform is
The most important factor in the CCTV tuner
entirely negative -going from this level. This gives
is its neutralisation with the help of TC3.
a more definite and quicker cut-off action on the
Neutralisation is not primarily introduced for
leading edge of the field blanking pulse, so that less
.grid current delay of the vidicon beam return is reasons of stability; the circuit is perfectly stable
without any form of neutralisation. The neutralirequired in the field output stage.
sation is intended to cancel any r.f. signal which
bypasses the modulated p.a. stage, reaching the
Receiver Lock Stability
output socket straight from the oscillator section
All adjustments and operational questions so far
without being modulated. On BBC standard 405 discussed in this article refer to display of pictures
line systems such unmodulated " swamping "
via the modulated r.f. output of the camera control
signals will seriously compress sync pulses in
unit and aerial terminals of an ordinary domestic relation to picture
because they represent a
TV receiver. A further point which received rather high residualcontent,
attention in the course of these experiments con- socket which cannotcarrier ampltiude at the output
be reduced, however intense
cerned picture lock and rigidity on the receiver in
the modulation drive. The effects are less serious
relation to factors originating in the camera control
on CCIR standard 625 -line systems where sync
unit.
pulses represent peak carrier amplitude. UnmoduLine hold was always excellent right from the lated carrier swamping
components due to poor
start and, apart from a few minor points mentioned neutralisation
of the p.a. also compress the sync
in the original publications, this question received
pulses in the modulation envelope slightly, but not
no further attention here. However, line rigidity
to the same extent as those video waveform comgave some trouble under a number of conditions.
near minimum carrier level, which give the
This manifested itself as wavy verticals dependent ponents
picture highlight details. Poor p.a. neutralisation
upon picture contrast and content. Such symptoms
on a 625 -line CCIR version of the equipment will
are due to an incorrect black level in relation to
consequently flatten picture highlight contrasts, but
sync pulse and peak white levels, so that the
to only slight sync troubles.
receiver sync separator circuit passes some picture lead
Adjustment of R80 should consequently be
content into the sync circuits in addition to the made in conjunction
with adjustment of the
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neutralising trimmer TC3, striving to find a setting
of TC3 for which the resistance setting of R80 can
be reduced as closely as possible to 1811 without
loss of picture lock and picture rigidity on the
receiver.
Field Jitter

The simplified arrangement of the sync mixer,
V12 in Fig. 4b of this article, injects either a field
pulse or a line pulse into V6 in the video amplifier
at any time. In other words, line pulses are absent
during field pulses, in contrast to the standard
waveform in which the field pulses are chopped at
twice the line frequency. This means that the line
timebase can " run wild " during field flyback, the
extent to which it has got out of step at the end
of the field pulse depending upon the quality of
the " flywheel " or " memory " circuits in the
receiver line sync arrangements. We are, of
course, speaking purely of the receiver line timebase circuit here. Most modern receivers are
extremely good in this respect, which explains why
line sync may be interrupted during field flyback
of our CCTV equipment without noticeable effects
on the receiver beyond very slight jitter for the
first very few lines at the top of the picture.
Slight increase of receiver field height will move
these lines off the top of the screen without
noticeable loss of picture.
Flywheel Sync

Receivers with flywheel sync are undesirable in
this respect. Flywheel sync derives the line time base waveform from any form of oscillator which
is pulse -synchronised in the same manner as in the
very earliest receivers where the sync pulses from
the sync separators were simply amplified and
applied to the line oscillator directly. The only
difference in the classical flywheel sync circuit
found in moderately old receiver models is that the
amplified sync pulses from the sync separator are
used to " pull" a sinewave circuit (often just a
tuned circuit tuned to approximately the line
frequency) into step, the sync pulses used for
locking the actual line timebase oscillator then
being derived from the ringing waveform of this
tuned circuit. If isolated line sync pulses are
missing in the received signal, the sinewave tuned
circuit can easily " flywheel on" and continue to
provide the line oscillator with good sync.
Similarly, isolated pulses of interference cannot
fire the line timebase at the wrong moments, since
the flywheel action of the sinewave circuits cannot
change its tactics so rapidly. The absence of
regular blocks of line sync pulses during all field
flyback pulses can, however, cause a classical flywheel sync circuit to get seriously out of step. It
cannot tide over the loss of so many input pulses
in one batch. Total instability may also occur and
complete line tear-up over the entire picture, i.e.
line lock will then not be possible for any part of
the picture. In such cases direct straight-through
line sync, as in the earliest receivers, would be
better. It would lead to a complete jumble over
anything up to the top sixth of the picture whilst
the line timebase is getting into step again after a
field flyback, but the rest of the field would have
excellent line lock.
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Discriminator with Memory Rectifier Circuit
Modern television receivers now almost universally employ a line sync circuit of the discriminator
type with a memory rectifier circuit. This arrangement has all the advantages of the classical flywheel
sync circuits but none of their disadvantages.
Although the vulnerability to impulsive interference
is in fact a little poorer, so that good receivers have
to employ additional noise-inversion amplifiers
with the output applied to a further blanking grid
in the multi-electrode sync separator valve, the
stability in the face of missing line sync pulses in
the incoming signal is enormous. When properly
adjusted the author's receiver will maintain line
lock if all line pulses are missed on whole picture
Interruptions during field
frames at a time.
flyback are therefore trivial in relation thereto!
It is theoretically not very difficult ,to modify our
CCTV camera control unit so as to chop the field
sync pulses at line frequency (double line frequency
is here required only if interlace is used, which is
only possible anyway if the line and field frequencies are phase and frequency locked to each other);
several relatively simple solutions occur to us. But
we have so far considered such modifications to be
unnecessary because most modern receivers employ
discriminator line sync and readers would be better
advised to convert their receivers to this form of
line sync rather than modify the CCTV equipment,
since this would bring the second advantage of
improved reception on BBC and ITA transmissions.
Fig. 6 sketches the principle of a discriminator
line sync circuit in a television receiver; examples
of full circuit details may be traced in trade circuits
with the help of this block diagram. A discriminator compares the train of line sync pulses
arriving from the sync separator on the one hand
and the train of line scan flyback pulses from a
small extra winding fitted on the line output transformer. The line oscillator is always a sinewave
oscillator in this arrangement, followed by suitable
shaping circuits between its output and the line
output stage. A reactance valve circuit is in
parallel with the tuned circuit of the line sinewave
oscillator and reflects a virtual capacitance or
inductance in parallel with that tuned circuit,
changing its resonant frequency accordingly, in
proportion to the d.c. bias voltage applied to the
grid of this reactance valve circuit. A reactance
valve circuit is simply an otherwise ordinary
amplifier stage with feedback from the anode to the
grid in such a manner that the feedback signal is
shifted through 90° in its phase. A d.c. voltage
change at the grid of the reactance valve will thus
control the line timebase frequency. This d.c.
voltage change is the output signal of the discriminator already mentioned.
When the incoming line sync pulses and the line
flyback pulses from the line output transformer
still differ greatly in frequency, the discriminator
simply operates as a beat frequency generator
between the two frequencies. The beat frequency
is rectified by the discriminator diodes and
gradually builds up a d.ç. control voltage across
their load resistors in such a sense as to change the
line timebase oscillator frequency (when applied to
the reactance valve grid) to coincide with the mean
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frequency of the incoming line sync pulses. As
soon as this has been achieved, i.e. all narrow line
sync pulses from the sync separator ride somewhere
on the widened and shaped line flyback pulses at
the discriminator, the latter ceases to give a beat
frequency output and reverts to giving a continuous
train of output pulses at line frequency, the
amplitude and polarity thereof depending upon the
phase error of the line timebase in relation to the
mean intervals of the incoming line sync pulses.
The rectifier diodes in the discriminator circuit
rectify and smooth these phasing pulses, leading to
continuous fine correction of the line timebase
phasing, by changing the standing d.c. voltage
across the load resistor and smoothing capacitor by
small appropriate amounts.
It is this standing d.c. voltage at the output of
the discriminator which controls the line timebase
frequency at the grid of the reactance valve. If
the incoming train of line sync pulses from the sync
separator should be interrupted suddenly, the
discriminator ceases to deliver correction pulses.
However, the d.c. output exists for some time,
because the grid circuit of the reactance valve is of
high impedance and back discharge through the
discriminator diodes, especially if valves and not
semiconductor diodes are used, is not possible.
The line timebase of the receiver thus "remembers"
the correct line timebase frequency for considerable
periods in the absence of continued line sync
input, without any need for over -critical adjustments.
The sensitivity to strong impulsive interference

Pulse

discriminator

H
jI

Memory
circuit

Line
sync.

Shaped line flyback pulses

is due to the fact

that any interference pulses which
happen by chance to lie close to the proper line
sync pulse, and which consequently also ride on
the shaped line flyback pulse at the discriminator,
lead to spurious additional output pulses causing
unwanted changes in the d.c. control voltage.
However, the effects are never those of single lines
tearing out, as in the earliest receivers with straight through sync.
The memory charging time
constant is made sufficiently long to ride over many
lines so that isolated interference pulses remain
without effect. In the face of severe impulsive
interference on most lines the picture verticals
wobble without loss of line hold as such. This
coarser effect is avoided in the better receivers by
suppressing interference of sufficient strength to
otherwise cause it, using auxiliary circuitry in the
sync separators.
Conclusions

The purpose of this article is twofold. Firstly,
to explain the importance of correct operation of
the field output stage in our CCTV camera design.
Secondly, to help readers to understand some basic
facts about line timebase synchronisation in
modern and older television receivers, showing that
those employing discriminator and memory circuit
line sync (which includes most modern models)
are best suited for use with our CCTV equipment.
It is probably better to replace or modify older
receivers rather than go to the trouble and expense
of undertaking more drastic modifications of our
CCTV circuit design.
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SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex -Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents.

625-LINE SIGNAL GENERATOR

purchased a Wayne -Kerr signal generator,
SIR,-I
model CT53, recently which was advertised for

about £18 and found that it was a beautifully built
instrument and very stable. It occurred to me that
it could be modified for the 625 -line system for
alignment of the new TV receivers.
I think that this modification would make a
really valuable article in Practical Television for
those wanting a laboratory built generator at a
modest price and I am sure that some of your
readers would be sufficiently skilled to undertake
W. H. ROPER
this interesting experiment.
(Chelmsford, Essex).

More Now -to-build

-

Instructions for the
OLYMPIC

[We should be interested to hear from other
readers who may have undertaken modification of
the above unir or who have built their'own BBC -2
alignment equipment.-Editor.]

iEIEVlSlON

TEST CASE
[With reference to the letter in the March issue
of PRACTICAL TELEVISION on the subject of Test
Case. Due to the small number of letters we have
received in favour of printing the answer in the
same issue as the question, we are continuing to

carry on with the present

(ThePaFtStrip)

Other Outstanding Features in the May
Issue:
Band III (Transistor Preamplifier. Improvements to the Videoscope
TV Oscilloscope . Silicon Replacements
Do -it (for valve- and metal rectifiers)
Yourself Guide to TV Servicing . Elements

styleEditor.]

of CCTV.

BBC -2 POLICIES

to your February leader, and to the
SIR,-Further
letter from L. Leggatt, I too am somewhat
perplexed at the strange mental processes at work in
BBC -2. The best programmes have been very good,
but a curious pattern seems to have set in. First,
the Great War series, then the Danny Kaye Show,
now the Likely Lads. All great successes on BBC -2.
And all transferred to BBC -1. The only conclusion
that can be drawn is that whenever a good series
emerges on BBC -2 it is transferred to the old
channel. Is BBC -2 becoming an experimental
channel to find good material for BBC -1? Do the
BBC really want to get, and retain, viewers to
BBC-2?-S. MILTON (Woodford Bridge, Essex).

II TRANSISTOR

MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPY BY HANDING
THIS FORM TO YOUR NEWSAGENT!
c

Please reserve/deliver the May Issue of
TELEVISION, on sale April 22nd.
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The
coupon from p. 332 must be attached to all Queries, and a
stomped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

FERGUSON 306T

The fault on this set is intermittent, but

recently the horizontal hold always has to be at
a minimum position.
The picture breaks up horizontally and a noise
seems to come from the line output transformer.
When the broken picture exists, advancement
of the contrast or brightness controls causes the
picture to black out completely.-N,. V. Cope
(Letchworth, Hertfordshire).
Suspect increase in value of the 2.71sirl resistor
connected to the centre tag of the line hold
control Alteration in value of this component puts
the locking point outside the range or at the
extreme end of the line hold control, thereby
encouraging picture breakup.

BANNER BT117

The picture is perfect but the sound is extremely
low even when the volume is turned right up. I
have changed the volume control, EF80, ECL80
and EBF80 valves.-W. A. Hall (Chesterfield, 8).
Weak sound could be caused by a fault anywhere in the sound i.f. channel, sound detector,
sound interference limiter and audio stages. However, have the alignment of the sound i.f. channel
checked, for this sometimes drifts. Check the
value of the resistor to the anode of the sound
interference limiter diode. A rise in value would
reduce sound ánd introduce distortion. Check
voltages generally in the sound channel.
MASTERADIO TG7T

MicMICHAEL MP I7

After this set has been on for a few hours, the
bottom of the picture creeps up and leaves a 11in.
gap. I have tried replacing the ECL80 frame output valve but this has no effect.-J. Pratt
(Croydon, Surrey).
The frame output valve is a PCL82 and you
should check this valve, its bias 330f1 resistor and
the 0.01µF and 0.02µF linearity capacitors.
BUSH T67

The volume control in this set is very noisy. I
have inserted a 01µF capacitor between the slider
of the control and the grid of the triode section
of PCL82 with a 1Mf) grid back to chassis. The
trouble still persists even when a complete replacement control is fitted.-S. A. Scott (Woodside,
Aberdeen).
The PCL83 itself is usually responsible for the
fault described. Try a new PCL83 and change the
0.1'µF capacitor to 0.01µF or 0.02µF.

This set was working well, but failed after a
few flashes on the screen. Now there is no vision
but the sound is normal and no e.h.t. is obtainable.

The line output transformer is new and I have
checked all capacitors, resistances and wiring of
this part of the circuit including the timebases.
There is no spark at the c.r.t. anode, the EY51
does not light un. but I can hear the line time base whistle. H.T. is 180V, but although the
valve II (efficiency diode) anode is 180V, the
cathode which should be 400V is only 200V. Also,
valve I5a anode which should be 275V is only
160V and the cathode only 54V positive.-P. A.
Wilson (Walthamstow, London, E.17).
If you have checked the 0.25,4F boost capacitor
(by removing it and fitting another) note the
effect of disconnecting the line deflection coils and
check the 10kí) 1W resistor to pin 8 of the
50CD6G.
We are presuming that you have changed the
line timebase valves.
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LAWSON

NEW

BRAND
CATHODE RAY TUBES
of new tubes of the very
range
a
complete
for
demand
The rapidly Increasing
highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY
99" range of television tubes.
SPECIFICATION:
manufac-

"Century 99" range of C.R.T.s are the products of Britain's premier C.R.T. incorporating the very latest
turers. All types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification, but
reliability and very long life.
design improvements to give superb performance, coupled with maximum
The new

"Century 99" C.R.T.s, available
MULLARD
AW 36-80
AW36-2I

MW3I/74

MW31/16
MW43/80
M W 36/44
MW53/80
M W 53/20
MW43/43
MW41/I
AW59-9I
A W 59-90

19'-21'

CME1902
CMEI903

CMEI906
CME210I
CME2I04
CME230I
CME2302
CME2303
CME2306

CRM 172
CRM 173
CRM21 I
CRM212

AW53-88
AW53-80
AW47-9I
AW47-90
AW43-89
AW43.88

...
...
...

BRIMAR

CME1901

CRMI53
CRM 171

AW53-89'

12'
14'
17'

direct replacements for the following makes and
GEC any

CMEI706

CRM 121
CRM 123
CRM 122
CRM 124
CRM141
CRM 142
CRM 143
CRM 144
CRM 152B

AW43-80

MW43/69
MW43/64
MW36/24

as

MAZDA

C12FM
C14FM

CI4GM
C14HM

5/2T
573

C2IIIA

C174A

C2IAA

C217A

CI75A
C177A

C21HM
C21KM
C21NM

CI7AF

C21SM

£4.10.0
£5.10.0
£5.19.0
£7.15.0

5E17/70

760IA

7701A

LAWS ON TUBES

DOUBLE GUARANTEE

Terms:

All tubes fully guaranteed for 12
months and are supplied with a full
money back guarantee if you are not
delighted with their performance.
Complete fitting instructions supplied

C.W.O.
C.O.D.
Carr. and
Ins. 8'6

-

STATION ESTATE, MALVERN,
Offices and Enquiries:

PEACHFIELD CLOSE,
MALVERN WELLS,
MALVERN 2100

2

%0l1'SÉNfS/NfERS

THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES.

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING

5E14770

C23AG
C23AK
C23AG
C23AK

CI7LM
CI7PM

CME 1705

212K
6901 A
7102A
7201A
7203A
7204A
7205A
7401A
7405A
7406A
7501A
7502A
7503A
7504A

5/3T
I4KP4
I7ARP4
I7ASP4
I7AYP4
21CJP4

C2ITM
C23 -7A
C23 -TA

CUM

CME1702
CME 1703

5/2

C14LM
CI4PM

C17IA

141K
171 K
172K
173K

4/15G

C19AK

CI7GM
CI7HM

CME 1402

4/14
4/15

CI9AH

C17BM
C17FM

CMEI41

CI7SM
C19/7A
C19/16A
C19/IOAD

C141M

CI7AA

s

eossoR

EMISCOPE & EMITRONAIso ENGLISH ELECTRIC

OPPORTUNITIES

is a highly informative 156 -page guide to

the best paid engineering posts. It tells

you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Divisionthe B.I.E. T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
Whitener your age or experience, you cannot afford
to ralas reading this famous book. R you are earning
by than LSO a week, send for your copy of

.ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" today-FREE.

úC.

PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eng.,
Electrical Eng.,

Civil Engineering.

Radio Engineering.
Automobile Eng.,

Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng.,
Building. Plastics.
OrsughtemanehiP.
Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!
A.M.LMecb.E.
A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.Prod.E.
A.M.I.M.L
...LO.B.
B.S,.
A.M.I.E.R.E.

City & Guilde
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc., etc.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. SE/20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

INCLUDING
TOOLS !

TMEM
IP

WHICH IS YOUR

Basie Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginners in

Radio,

T.V..

Electronic.,

Et,., A.M.LE1.E., City

do

Radio Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.O. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radio &TelevislonServlotag
Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Automation

The specialist Electronics Division of

B.1.E.T.
NOW offers you a
real laboratory training

at home with

practical equipment.
Ask for derails.

B.I.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW
u

Please send me your

FREE

156.page

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

Q

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

NAME.

® ADDRESS

®
SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

--^w-M---^"M^'-'

(THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADINGARGANISATION.e0E SITS. KIND__ IN

(SE/20).

THE_ WORLD
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FERRANTI 21 K6
A fault seems to have developed

in the h.t.
section. I switch on the set and the picture comes
on full width, full height and brilliant. Then,
after 2 or 3 minutes, the PL81 gets hotter and
hotter, the picture shrinks and dies away.-S. E.
Potts (Stockport, Cheshire).
You should check the 3.3kí1 resistor to the
screen grid of the PL81.
There should be 160V on this electrode under
normal circumstances. Measure when the raster
first appears, and note whether this voltage tends
to rise as the PL81 overheats. If so, change the
resistor, using a 3 or 5W wirewound component
for safety.
FERGUSON FLIGHT 546T

When switched on, the picture is 60% good,
but after being on for about an hour the sound
gets less and less with increasing distortion.
When switched off for an hour or more, then
switched on again, it is back to about 60% quality
again. The picture remains fair but has a greyish
look, and the contrast control makes no difference
at all.-H. Clark (Mansfield, Nottinghamshire).
It seems as though the trouble lies in the tuner.
Progressive deterioration in emission of one of the
valves is a possibility. This can be proved by substirution. This would then affect both sound and
contrast control.
STELLA STI049A

I have converted this set and the reception is
quite good on all channels. After a few minutes
on 625-lines only, the picture quality begins to
float and after about an hour all sync is lost.-H.
H. Phelps (Birmingham, 22A).
This fault is caused either by valve trouble in
the sync separator stage or a change in characteristics of the video amplifier valve. This may
show up only on 625 -lines owing to the different
conditions of operation on that standard, relative
to 405 -lines, of these two stages. Check the valves
by substitution if possible.
FERGUSON 705T

The picture is perfect, but there is a " howling "
on the sound. The smoothing cans have all been
changed but this has made no difference.
This howling cannot be controlled by the
volume control, only a slight pitch alteration, also
if C102 is uprooted, the howling stops.-J. G.

Jones (Glamorgan, South Wales).
The trouble appears to be due to the grid of
V12B not being properly returned to chassis via
R133 and ensure that the chassis connection is
well bonded and is not floating above chassis with
R127.
FERGUSON 998T.
There is a dark band on the left hand side of

the screen, and this band tends to get wider. The
picture otherwise is clear and bright.
The width adjustment seems to have no effect
whatsoever.-S. Fawees (Bridgwater, Somerset).
We would advise you to check C63. This is a
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0.001µF capacitor associated with the width
tappings.
Also check the 0.01µF decoupling pin 6 of the
c.r.t.; junction of the 220k11 boost line feed
resistor.
INVICTA 5370

This set has lost both sound and vision. There

is a raster present. I have had valves PCC84 and

PCF80 checked and they are OK. The set also
seems to be lacking in picture width.-J. Cadman
(Sheffield, 8).
The most likely cause of both faults on your
receiver is a low h.t. voltage caused by weakness
of the metal rectifier. This particular type, is
prone to rapid deterioration when overheated. It
is mounted on the rear of the set, near the mains
dropping resistor.
You could substitute with a silicon diode, such
as the BY100, but should add a 21f1 5W resistor
in series to allow for the extra h.t. available due
to the improved efficiency of the silicon diode.
The h.t. should correctly be 215V, measured at
the h.t. end of the smoothing choke.
PHILIPS 21TGIO6U
A bright line appears right across the screen.

On turning down the brilliance, the picture can be
seen very faintly and after a few hours it comes
on perfectly.

The Line output transformer, PCL82 and
ECL80 have been replaced, but this fault still
persists.-A. Jary (Hackney, London, E.8).
A horizontal line denotes a failure in the field
(frame) timebase and it is difficult therefore to see
why you considered it prudent to replace the line
output transformer.

We would suggest that you check the PCL82
bias resistor to pin 2 (330f1 1W) and the boost line
feed to the height control. If this latter voltage is
low, note the effect of disconnecting the focus
control from chassis.
ULTRA VT9-17

The picture is present while the brightness
control is at minimum. When the control is
advanced, the picture blows up and disappears to
the left. At this point a blue light appears in the
U25 valve. When switched off, the bright spot
on the screen drops to the bottom of the screen
as it fades.-A. D. Arthur (Lerwick, Shetland).
It would appear that the ion trap magnet on
the rear neck of the tube is not correctly set for
maximum brilliance. If the trouble persists when
the magnet is properly set, change the U25.
COSSOR 948

The reception from BBC is good, but on ITV
there are horizontal lines which cannot be
adjusted. Sometimes, but only for a few seconds,
these lines disappear.-W. York (Trowbridge,
Wiltshire).
We advise you to try replacing the PCC84 r.f.
amplifier in the tuner. Check also that the ITA
coils are satisfactory, and if necessary clean their
contacts with a solution of Vaseline in turps
substitute.
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INVICTA

FERRANTI; T1023

This set takes an unusually long time to warm
up before a picture appears. Several times during
the evening's viewing the picture " blow up," goes
out of focus and disappears. It reappears a second
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The raster is there, but it collapses when adjusting the line hold control. This trouble is intermittant. The PL81, PY81 and EY86 are new.R. Patel (London, N.W.2).

or two later.
When operating the contrast or brilliance controls to bring the picture in better, it acts in
exactly the same way (blowing up etc.).
On a few occasions the picture blanks out for
a second or two and a zig -zag line appears down
the centre of the tube, the picture then reappears.
The sound remains normal all the time the
vision fault occurs.-T. A. Smith (Yorkshire).
We would advise you to check the PY32 rectifier. Replace this with a PY33 if it is slow to warm
up to operating emission. Replace the U26 e.h.t.
rectifier lower right side and tap the 30P4 and
U191 valves with an insulated tool to ascertain
which causes the intermittant loss of line scan.

If the line collapses only when the line hold
control is adjusted, we feel that there must either
be a fault in the control itself, or a bad soldered
joint on one of its tags.

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until April 22nd, 1965, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 329.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, APRIL, 1965
gala

-2s
Each month we provide an interesting case or television servicing
to exercise your ingenuity. These are not. trick questions, but are based
an; actual practical faults.

a Stella model 8314 brought in by an
experimenter it was found that vertical parts
of the picture appeared distinctly bent to the
right at the top of the screen. The receiver was
otherwise perfectly all right on both sound and
vision, though the picture was not excessively
bright, but this was put down to reduced picture
tube, emission.
The line lock was perfect and tests made in the
sync separator stage, line sync feed circuits and in
the video amplifier failed to reveal the cause of the
symptom. Valves were changed and voltages were
checked and everything seemed normal.
What could, have been causing the bent verticals
and what factor did the experimenter overlook
when making his tests?
See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the
solution to this problem and for a new Test Case
item.
toOn

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 28
(Page 283, last month)
The usual cause of progressively increasing
contrast is the development of a positive voltage
somewhere on the vision a.g.c. line which tends to
neutralise the negative a.g.c. voltage. Most models
feature a "clamp diode" on the a.g.c. line whose
purpose is, in fact, to prevent the line from going

positive. However, it will not prevent the line from
going to zero volts with a consequent rise in gain
of the vision channel (i.e. because there is no
negative control bias, only the standing bias due
to the cathode resistors of the controlled valves).
Moreover, " hold-off " resistors are used in the
a.g.c. circuit for filtering and so on and it may
happen that one of these acts as a " load " to a
positive fault voltage on the a.g.c. line. A positive
voltage can get on to the line due to three main
causes : (i) Breakdown of the insulation of the a.g.c.
feed circuit to a circuit carrying a positive potential;
(ii) fault in a controlled valve resulting in the
reflection of a positive voltage on the control grid
(this is a common cause and each controlled valve
should be checked by substitution in turn to prove
it); and (iii) breakdown of the insulation of a
coupling capacitor between an anode circuit and the
control grid circuit of a subsequent valve (this often
happens on the tuner-to-i.f. amplifier coupling
capacitor, resulting in a small positive leakage
current to reach the a.g.c. line).
When the symptom is progressive, as in Test
Case 28, a valve is the most likely cause, though
causes (i) and (iii) have also been known to produce
exactly the same symptom. A check with a high resistance voltmeter should be made at each
controlled valve control grid and any sign of a
positive voltage should lead to detailed examination
of the grid circuit and valve.
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EDCE

TAKES
AE HEADACHES OUT
U
OF
F
ALL SERVICING PROBLEMS
AL

PADGETTS RADIO STORES

SRIIG POLM

u

83

Spare Tubes, 100%, 17/-, carriage 7/6.
('M Speakers, ex TV
All perfect
stola, 6 x 4, 3/-, post 2/-;sets.
six for 20/-. post

OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON, N.I6.

free.,

Gocdtnans,

5/-, post 21-; Sis for 32/-,
post paid. 8fn, round 6/-. post 2/-.
7 x 4.

I

Philips, G.E.C., Plessey,

Gin,

and 51n,

fIRST CLASS ItADIO:

Reclaimed

Six

\lontlrs'

AND T/fCOTIRSESx,

round, 3/-, Post 2/-.

Guarantee.

TV

Tubes,

Milliard MW 45/80. 30/-,
Mollard 11W 43/69, 30/-: Mazda CRM 172
30/-1 Mazda CRM 142, 17/-. Carriage 10/ -

áGE7 A .CERTIFICATIEI`:

NORTHERN
Il & M

TUBE

Tu ..E.

I

CHANGE

d1RrifERt11

SA DENISON ROAD, LEEDS 3
Tel.: LEEDS 24578

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES
w:th full 12 months' guarantee

1::"-14"

70°

£4. 5.0

1"-17"

70°

£4.15.0

21"

70°

£6.15.0

17"

110°

£6.10.0

19"

110°

£7. 0.0

21"

110°

£8.10.0

Carriage & Insurance 10/- extra
Quantity and Trade Discounts
are available.
'

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time-YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

FREE

!t

3` Me':,;

.

5.^7t.u" ,£.%a !'S`:+.t::2.

Your most useful on-the-ioh "tool". Quickly and
easily pin -points the exact trouble in any TV set.
Covers 70 symptoms. 700 trouble spots. Over 340
cross-Indexed pages: 50 time -saving Cheek-Charts;
200 diagrams and photos; explanation of clrcuiu
and designs
SIMPLE CIIECK-CIIART SYSTEM SAVES TIME!
This unlacing practical handbook shows you how
to rind the trouble in any TV circuit FASTI Simple
oross-mdex tells you In what section you'll lud
cause of trouble. Handy ('heck-Charts then help
you accurately locate the EXACT trouble spot.
Out waste time, eliminate boars of aggravation,
get right to the heart of the trouble In minutes,
USE THIS BOOK RIGHT ON THE JOB-NO NEED
TO MEMORIZE!
This Plu -Point Book was designed especially for
on-the-job trouble -shooting. You simply turn to
the indexed section. locate the circuit description
and Check -Chart. and in minutes you hare the
trouble spot located and ready for ,epu,r, Nu
theory of
,at he maties.
Down -to'
ampli.oted
rth, prattles. circuit uluuscription. service methods
and troubieshooting techniques. Published by the
fatuous Coyne Electrical School and approved. by
leading ant/tut-dies in the tleid.
Don't miss out any longer, Time wasted now
locating TV faults could be saved by quick- reference
to this lightning fast TV problem answer book.
send Tor your trial our y now, then when you
decide to keep It (as ree are sure you will), pay only
St -per week until completed.
The paver Only 1.18/0 plus postage 1/6.
-

ELECTRONIC DATA HANDBOOK WITH EVERY ORDER

FREE

'amps removed from Washing Machine

7/6, post 2/8.

ey.

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
This book must be able to earn you more than Its
cost within two weeks or your money refunded:
Free 88 page oscilloscope book will be included it
you send cash with order..

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College provides first rate postal courses .for
Radio Amateurs' Exam.. R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
A.M.i.E.R.E.
Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio/T.V. Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,
together with
ith particulars
particulars of our

remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well

proie to be the turning point in your
career.
FOUNDED 1885-OVER
150,000 SUCCESSES

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incosp. National Inst. of Engineering)
(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.1

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
TERMS ONLY 5/- PER WEEK

To SIM -TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. W.X.I4
West End, Southampton, Hants..
Ptease send "T.V. Trouble,' for a full seven
days' free trial. If not delighted I may return the
manual. post paid without further obligation on
my part. Otherwise 1 will pay cash oeil- weekly
until paid.
Tick here ii enclosing. full price of 41/- (which
'n lades ,it) postage). You get free' Oroliloteope
Book. Same 7.das money back guarantee. Overseas
customers please send full amount (including
Ireland).
-_

Name
Address

City

County

SERVICE SHEETS
SERVICE SHEETS 175,000),

RATES: 4/- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. Il- extra.
Advertisement must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, "Practical Television",
'rower House, Southampton Street,
London W.C.2.

4/. each.

Cal:ere welcome: ALWAYS OPEN.
5 South Street, Oakenshaw, Bradford.
SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, T.V., 5,000
models. List 1/-. S.A.E. enquiries.
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.
SERVICE SHEETS

-

Street, Bedford.

BREAKING TELEVISIONS. Set tested
Tubes, Valves, etc. from 1/-, L.O.T.'s
Speakers. etc., from 2/6. S.A.E. for
list. PARKSIDE T.V., 20 Lisle Street.
London, W.C.2.

TUBES-FAMOUS MAKES

!

MW43/69, AW43/80, MW36/24, AW43/88,
etc. ALL BRAND NEW & 100% new (Top
ALL E6.2.6, carriage paid.
manfr.).

for all T.V,
Radio and Tape Recorders, etc. List
116 plus S.A.E. SUN Ft PUT ìICAL
S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS

George's

We have the following

SETS & COMPONENTS

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex

SERVICES, 38 St.
Hastings, Sussex.

¡REVISION TUBE SHOP

EX. T.V. SPEAKERS, all tested,
3 ohm. Bins. x 4ins 5/-, lins x 4ins
5/-, Bins round 6/-, 10ins. round 101,
P. & P. 2/-, Trade enquiries welcome.
ADVANCE TRADING CO., 101a High

For all makes of Radio and Television
1925 -1964. Prices from I1-.
Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 116.
All types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists enquiries.

LISTS. One Year's Guarantee Card.
We do NOT sell regunned only tubes.

Road,

NEW VALVES.

12

months guarantee!

..

71BY100, EYSI, EY86, PY8I, PY801
91PL81, PCF80, PCL82, 30C1, PC86-8...
PY800, BY 100, ECH81, EF89, 721- doz. mixed

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and
Obsolete valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shepherd's Bush Road, London W6. Tel:
SHE 8441. Nr Goldhawk Rd. Station.

FREE lists of valves, tubes, Transformers
by Murphy, Ekco, Pye, Bush, etc.

Return of post service.

STATE MODEL No. Radio 21-. TV 216.
S.A.E. Darwin, 19 George Street. St.

BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,
Tel: BAR 1934
New Barnet, Herts.
P.

Helens, Lanes.

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.,
largest stockists of TV components in
the U.K. Line Output Transformers,
Frame Output Transformers, Deflector Coils for most makes. Official
sole suppliers for many set makers.
Same Day Despatch Service. Terms:
C.O.D. or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for
quotes. Day and Night Telephone:
GIpsy Hill 6166. 126 Hamilton Road,
West Norwood.

SERVICE SHEETS
4/- each, plus postage

We have the largest supply of Service Sheets for all makes and types
of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recorders, etc. in the country (speedy

TELEVISION SETS, not working, for
callers only, 17in. £11101-, 21in.
Portables
Mains
£31101.,
141n.

service).

To obtain the Service Sheet you
require, please complete the attached coupon:

£21101-. Phone:

From:

Bournemouth 26849.

STOPS

Name:
Address:

FULLY GUARANTEED
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
FROM STOCK

DISTRIBUTORS
Old Bond St., London, W.I
To: S.P.

Please supply Service Sheets for the

following:
MakeRadio/TV
Model No
Make Radio/TV
Model No
Make.
Model No
New 1965 List now available.
I also require list of Service Sheets
at 1/6.
(please delete items not applicable)

of
MAIL ORDERS ONLY
I

enclose remittance

(ApPT

)

T283,

T284,

®

T293,

T311, TGC3I6, TC208,
TU209, T209/1, T310,
T330,
T327,
T326,
T330F, T331, TCG337.
EMERSON
E700, E70I, E704, E707,
E708, E709, E710, E7I I,
Port -O -Rama

FERGUSON
306-308
HMV

O

MW6-2

MW22-I6
MW31-16, 74
MW36-24, 44

MW4I-I
MW34-64, 69
MW43-80
MW53-20
MW53-80
T901 A

I4KP4A,

141 K

171K, 172K, 173K
6901 A

7201A, 7203A
7204A
7401A
7405A

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.
10/-, via B.R.S. or
via passenger train.
TERMS f2 down (plus carriage)
balance £I per month.

CARRIAGE

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
14in. CRMI4I, 2 67/6. Others 5716
17ín. CRM17I, MW43-69, 43-64
75/-- Plus Carriage. Guaranteed
for 12 months.

40I.
,Aßnn1

SERVICE
L.O.P.T.

S.A.E. all enquiries.

C.O.D.

£5.17.6
£6. 7.6
£7.17.6
£6.17.6
£4. 2.6
£4. 2.6
£5. 2,6
£6.12.6
£6. 7.6
£6. 7.6
£7.12.6
£7.12.6
£6.12.6
£5. 2.6
£6. 7.6
£6.12.6
£5. 2.6
£5. 5.0
£6. 7.6
£6.12.6

Birmingham.

so

-Tl!
REWINDS

& P. 31-.

£5. 7.6

CRMI52, 153
CRM I7I , 2, 3
CRM211, 212

Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,

1865, 1869

P.

CRMI41,2,3,4

Midland Stockists:-

"`IIiCCC

24 HOUR
3816
Please send old

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in Stock now
f5. 2.6
AW36-20, 21
£5. 7.6
AW36-80
f6. 7.6
AW43-80, 88
£6.12.6
AW43-89
£7.10.0
AW47-90, 91 £7.12.6
AW53-80
£7.17.6
AW53-88
£5. 5.0
CI4BM, FM
£6. 7.6
CI7BM, FM, HM
£6.12.6
CI7LM, PM, SM
£7.17.6
C21 HM, SM, TM
£5. 7.6
CME 1402
£6.12.6
CME1702, 1703
f7. 7.0
CMEI705
£8. 7.6
CME2101
f4. 2.6
CRM93
£4.12.6
CRMI24

151-

EKCO
T221, T231, T231F,
T248, TC267, TC267/ I,

44
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51-

Extra

WITWORTH

Radio & Television Service, Ltd.
26 ALL SAINTS ROAD
North Kensington, London, W.II
Tel: BAY 9071. Open all day Mon. -Sat. inc.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48

BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON S.W.I I.

BAT 6859
South of the Bridge. Open Sats.
until 4 p.m.

April, 1965
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SETS & COMPONENTS

WANTED

(continued/

NEW VALVES WANTED
EY51,
EYB6 PL81, PCC84. PCF80, PCL82.
L83,
R19,
U25 etc.
Paat
PYB1.pri
1s f r30P19. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS, 175 Durham Rd. Brad.

A.1. POST FREE BARGAINS.

Guaran-

teed reclaimed valves. Send for full
list to: Dept MO%T, A.1. Radio Com-

ponents,

Kent.

14

The Borough, Canterbury,

" HEATH KITS " can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.. 126 Hamilton Road.
West Norwood, SE27. GIPsy Hill 6166.

U.H.F. aerials. Bands 1, II & III aerials.
U.H.F. transistorised boosters.
I.T.V.
boosters, Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves, etc.
New and second-hand T.V. sets, Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical Appliances.
Quotation without obligation.
Coaxial cable, fluorescent light fittings,
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Rngineers. S.A.E. for list.

ford

Yorks.

PROMPT CASH
surplus brand new
sistors.
R.H.S.,
Mannville Terrace,
A

IIROADFIELD, NORTH WICAXIIALL
nr, Gtlppenham, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 236

L.O.T.s
Perspex housings to suit above

8,

.

SERVICE
SHEETS
purchased
HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road,
St. Leonards, Sussex.

G. A. STRANGE

EKCO-FERRANTI U25
161- each.

TUBES. AERIALS. VALVES

for your

OFFER

Valves and TranBeverley
House.

Bradford

7.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

Post Free.

6 at £3.10
12 at £6.10
Agents for all Bang & Olufsen items. B. & O.
Beolit.
World's Best Transistor Radio.
Latest Models now in stock. L.M.S. VHF

-

controls-flywheel tuning-tuning
Indicator-Use as Car Radio-Direction
Finder-Beyond comparison at 32 Gns.
2 cone

FOR SALE
VALVE
Sena

1

ANOTHER

CARTONS at keen prices'
for sample and list. J. & A.

BOXMAKERS,
Bradford 1.

75a

Godwin

Street,

KINGS ORPINGTON) LTD.. B Cray
Parade, Main Road, St. Paul's Cray.
Bent. Orpington 30566.
1

COMMUNAL AERIALS á COAXIAL RELAY

1

+,

BOOK

Practical guide to fault -tracing, adJuatment
and repair in valve and traneletor radio.,
radiogram°, tuners, record players, turntable
unite and tape recorder,. 46/3 by poet.

Hammer Finish Paint. The modern
finish for electronics.' can be brushed
BOYLAN ELECTRONICS
or sprayed. Blue or Silver. 2Ioz. tins
3:6,
pint 7/6,
pint 15/-. Post 6d.,
Church St., Warrenpoint, N. Ireland on any order. Amazing results. Try
some! Trade supplied. FINNIGAN
SPECIALITY PAINTS ¡PT i, Mickley
T.Y. SPARES, Sully grtd, Makers' Square, Stocksfleld, North .rnberland.
Parts. Telephone Orders sent same
day C.O.D. Line O.P. Trans. Murphy
V240/250, 79/6, V270/280. 89/6. Ecko
T311, 330, 221, 231, 327 serles and
Pye VT4, etc., all 62/6. Most types
stocked. Send S.A.E. for quote. Add
4t- p.p. Ekco/Ferr Plastic Hsgs, 15/.

NEW KING

RADIO & AUDIO SERVICING HANDBOOK

PRACTICE
Now Is the time to get to know more about
Master FM/TV Aerial Byateme for neighbours
sharing one aerial, etc.
Thle book by Gordon J. K(n9 gives moat of the
answer. in thirteen chapters for only 9/-.

'

.

A MUST for all interested in getting better TV
reception.

METAL RECTIFIERS

GORDON J. KING

RECTIFIERS-CONTACT COOLED
]411A1232 (FC101) type 250 v., '250 mA., 18/6;

"Enterprise." North Boundary Rd.. 8rirham.

1411.4/1.203 (FC81) gee !Silicon; ROC. 13/-1 FC116, 7/6.

Devon.

RECTIIFIERS-FIN TYPES
Equive. !or 11514 13/0; RM5 17/e; 14A999 18/6;
1.4.186 10/6; HÁ07 11/6; EEC 16/.; ERO 15/-;
14A945 1d/-; 13'5'15 10/-; LW7 19/-; 14,110019/-;
F'W1.2V, IA 8/-; 2A, 7/-; 4A, 10/6; SA, 13/6.
SILICON TV 7/0. or with inett. resistor -condenser,

.

Tel. 2304

SITUATIONS VACANT

9/-.

R

& R. RADIO & TV SERVICE

MARKET STREET
BACUP, Lancs. Telephone:
44

6F13

416

6K25
6/1012

6F15

10/-

6U4gt

EBF80
EF91

ECC82
20P3
30iPL I

PCC84
PCL83
PL33

5/5/216
41-

5/5,5141-

PZ30
10E1

EB91

EBF89
EFES

EYB6
20P4
PL38
PCF80

416
51216

EF80

116

5,4(.

ECC8I
ECL80

4,.

716

30F5
PL36

7/6

$1-

6'4r-

PL81
PY81

3/6

U801

716

IOLDII

U301
10P13
20F2
20P5
30P4
PY82

s,-

IOP14

51-

20L1

20111

2/-

20PI

$1616

30FL1

616
61-

301.12
PY33

5,7/6

PV32

PCL82
PL82
PY83

5,-

1/-

465

6F1

98W6

11-

41.

6161-

81-, post 21-.

ex TV

as

DURHAM SUPPLIES
176

DURRAM ROAD, BRADFORD

5/6

RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home- study School.
Coaching for Brit. I.R.E., City and
Guilds Amateur's licence, R.T., E. B.,
P.M.G. certificate, etc. Free Brochure
from British National Radio School.
Russell Street, Reading.

8, YORK-MIRE

T.V. CHASSIS, 110, with V.H.F.,
store soiled, £5, Incl. carr. New 191n.
Tubes with small spot burns £4 incl.
carr. c.w.o. TRURO VALVE SUPPLY
LTD. Carclew Street. Truro, Cornwall.
-

5161506

TELEVISIONS, not working, from
5/-. Callers only. 39 Whitehorse Lane,
E.1. opposite Stepney Green Station.
500

EDUCATIONAL
THE
INCORPORATED
PRACTI.
TIDNERS
IN
RADIO
&
ELECTRONICS (1.P,R.E.) LTD. Mem-be-ship Conditions booklet 11-. Sample

copy of I. P.R.E. Official Journal 21-,
post free. Secretary, Dept. C. 32 Kid more Road,
Caversham, Reading.
Berks.

616
716

5,-

Pest 6d. per valve. Three Or more
post free. Ex Used Equip.

Turret Tuners

latest selection and
bargain offers in cheap meters, ear radio and
radios. Under £1, P. s P. i;d.. ore:
CI l'out Frer.
SO c.0.1,.

transilor

6L18

$151-

MULTIMETERS from 32/,
stmuped envelope for full

removed,

Line output transformers, scan
coils, etc. State make and model
No. with all enquiries.
MW 43/69 tubes, reclaimed. 37/6

ALL TYPES OF TV/FM
AVAILABLE

v b2 -4 ac

b

AERIALS

2a

AERIALS

I
dipole, I8,-; 'H', 381-; 'X', 3416;
ITA 3 element, 211.; 5 el., 291.; 8 el., 351-;
Combined 1+5, 351-;'H'+5, 49f-; loft 1+5
compact with pole, 3616; F.M. 3 el., 39/-.
BBC II 8 el., 331-; 14 el., 39/-; 20 el., 57'6.
Price includes clamps and postage.

BBC

incl. carr., guaranteed 6 months.
Elsco Line output shrouds, 81J. R. R. BAKER
incl. post.
35 St. Mark's Road, Windsor, Berkshire.
TV Transistor pre -amps, Band I,
2 and 3. £3.17.6, post paid.
Model B45, covering any ten chanMISCELLANEOUS
nels in Band 4 or 5, £4.5.0, post paid.
State clearly the channel you require CONVERT ANY TV SET Into an
Oscilloscope. Instructions - and diathe unit to boost.
grants- .12)8 -. REDMOND.. 42, DeanS.A.E. with all queries.
close, Portslade, Sussex.

DON'T FUMBLE
with Formulae,

Ist lesson

Master Mathematics quickly and

and details

FREE

easily the Under-

standable

Way.

The Dryden School of

II

i

UNDERSTANDABLE

MATHEMATICS

L. Dryden Chambers,

St., London

W.I.

Oxford

Name
Address

I
, is esse

1

ma ana

..-.--.-- I

Is isms sa aria a a® ®®,.11

OUTSTANDING WIRECOMP OFFERS!
BY FAMOUS BRITISH
TV CHASSIS MADE
MANUFACTURER FOR U.K. USE

but store soiled. 13 valve
Switchable time base to 625 lines. Brand new and unused
Ray Tube-will take
plus 2 diode circuit. Designed for 110" electrostatic Cathode
-complete with 12
171n., lain., 21ín. or 23ín. tube. Fitted with band 1/111 Turret tuner
lóin. high x 15in. wide x 5in. deep. Sound
sets of coils. All controls fitted. Chassis size: For
200/250 v. A.C./D.C. mains operation.
output transformer fitted for 3 ohm speaker.
rUItRET 'PUNIER-U'NCOMPLETE WITS! VALVES AND RANDS 1/111 FULLY
GUARAN'T'EED
TESTED BUT ALL COMPONENTS AND VALVES
Carriage and Packing 12/6 extra.
WIRECOMP'S PRICE I3 GNS.
AVAILABLE FULLY TESTED IS GNS.
Can be supplied with brand new I7in. C.R.T. at an additional cost of E2.
Carriage and Packing 17/6 extra.

BARGAIN HUNTERS LOOK!

WIRECOMP'S BARGAIN STORE, 48 Tottenham Court Road, W.I
Record Players Tape Recorders
Thousands of bargains: Transistor Radios
Stocks constantly changing Rock Bottom Prices.
etc.
Radiograms

-

-
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BBC2

(625

ESTERNAI,

MOUN'T'ING

200-250 v.
line T.V. chassis (Export
12 sets of coils for all CCIR channels
Bands 11111 turret tuner. Fully loaded with
15 Mallard
in these bands. F/M sound. Made by famous British manufacturer. 21ín.
take 171n.. 19ín.,
or 231n.
valves. Electrostatic focus, magnetic deflection. Will
CRT. All controls fitted. Supplied new and unused with all valves. Tin. x 4ín. speaker
(Less tube and cabinet). Circuit data included FREE.
Carriage and Parking FREE to any
WIRECOMP'S PRICE £23
part of the world.
17ín. C.R.T. available at £2 extra-larger tubes can be quoted for on request.

-

-

EXTENSIVE STOCKS OF ALL ELECTRONIC
CHASSIS ETC.
COMPONENTS

EQUIPMENT

ELECTRONICS
WIRECOMP
EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.

AMBassador 7115

323
378

HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.9.

CUNningham 9530
Open all day Saturday. Early Closing Thursday
MAIL ORDERS to 378 Harrow Road, W.9

A

from

BBC

ITV

LIVE 'i TU ES

I

I

MANUFACTURERS WE CAN
SUPPLY ANY CATHODE RAY TUBE
THAT HAS BEEN MANUFACTURED.

AS

INFORMATION WILL BE SENT ON
REQUEST TO PRIVATE OR TRADE
INQUIRIES.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
CAMEO BUILDINGS
WEBSTER ROAD
LIVERPOOL 7
Sefton Park 3428

Element

451-.

COMBINED B.B.C.(I.T,V.
Loft 1+3.41/3: 1+5. 48/9.
Wall mounting 1+3, 56/3;
1+5, 63/9. Chimney 1+3.
65/9: 1+5. 71/3.
"H"
F.M. (BAND 2). Loft S/D, 12/6. units
30/-. 3 Element. 52/6. External
available. Co -ax. cable 8d. yd. Co -ax.

os
Crossover Boxeset12/6.xC.W.O. D1C.O
P.P. 3/-. Send 6d. stamps for illustrated
o6.

lists.

K.V.A ELECTRONICS (Dept. P/T.)
3b, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey

new hook

CRO 2527

for all concerned
, ,

TELEVISION

IM

LIVER

F.M. AERIALS

B.R.C. (RAND I), Telescopic loft 21/-. External
S/D 30/-.
I.T.V. (BAND 3), 3 Element loft array 251-. 5
Element 35/-. Wall mounting. 3 Element 35/-. 5

with this important topic

LIVERPOOL
i

MAST'

ARRAYS

element 45/-:elem11ent
elem62/6ent 55/-;
14
WALL MOUNTED with CRANKED
ARM. 9 element 601-: 11 element 67/6:
14 element 75/-. CHIMNEY ARRAYS
with LASHINGS, 9 element 72/-: 11
element 80/-: 14 element 87/6. LOl"f
ARRAYS, 7 element 32/6; 11 element
with TILTING Alt NI R .I ELEMENT
GRID REFLECTOR 62/6: 14 element
ditto, 70/-. Co -ax. Plugs, 1/3. Low Loss
Co -axial Cable. 1/6 yd.
9

TV CHASSIS
EXPORT MODEL
A.C./D.C. mains. Fitted with
Model). For

625

LINE) TV AERIALS

AND RADIO LINE
DISTRIBUTION
The distribution of television signals by line
has become increasingly important over
recent years with the use of higher freH.
quencies-first on Band Ill then on Bands
A.M.1.E.E.
IV and V -for television broadcasting, with
correspondingly smaller transmitter service areas. With line distribution the use of large numbers
of separate aerials is avoided; and, by reducing the complexity of receivers when h.f. carriers are used, worthwhile economies can be achieved. Line distribution is
also a pre -requisite of pay -television and, on the radio
side, line distribution provides a reliable interference-free
service to subscribers. This book deals with both v.h.f.
and h.f. relay systems, and also the smaller multi -point
"communal aerial" type of installation.
The first part of the book is concerned with the nature
of transmission lines, and the problems of sending signals
along them and of matching. The latter part of the book
describes the various distribution techniques that are
in common use.

by

E. Penrose

208 pages, 97 diagrams, 30s.
FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS

..

or in case of difficulty 31s. 6d. by post from George Newnes
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

NEWNES

PRACTICAL
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW !

Each

tube

is

rebuilt with

a

completely

new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

HERE

WHAT YOU

IS

PAY:

tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
Each

-*

breakage.

12in.

£4.10.0

tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

14in.

£4.15.0

15in.

£5. 0.0

tube is rebuilt with experience and
We were amongst the very
know-how.
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

17in.

£5. 0.0

19in.

£5.10.0

in.

£7. 0.0

Each

*

Each

21

Cash or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735
SURREY.

-Discount for TradeOld Tubes Purchased

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES
UHF 625 BBC2. Modify your set to BBC2 1955 to 1963
Complete manufacturers' kits available, or
models covered.
tuners and IF panels separately. Send for free lists.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sensational gain

all stations,
trans. plug-in types, LABG EAR BBCI ITA or BBC2 £3.15.0, PERDIO
BBC2 £3.10.0. Post free.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types available brand new, exact replacements fully guaranteed. A selection
which can be supplied:
PHILIPS 1768 to 17TG100 etc., STELLA
... 92/6
...
...
...
8617 to 1007, etc.
ALSO L.O.T.e
... 4216
..
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25 types)
Available for
.. 42/6
FERRANTI 1001 to 1011 (U25 types)
Peto
62/6 Alba
EKCO FERRANTI (U26,/perspex types)
Scott
FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc., 65'6; 306, 30848/6 Cossor
...74/6 Decca Pilot
1010, 1020 etc.
PHILCO 100089/6.
...
65/6
MARCONI VT157, 158, 161 etc. ...
G.E.C. R.O.D.
... 78'6 K.B.
KB Royal Star PVP20, QVP20
Dynatron
... 48'6 Invicta Regents.
HMV 1840 to 1854, 68e-; 1865 to 1869
... 65/6 Pam
1870, 1890, 1910, 1920, etc.
Ultra
SOBELL TSI7, 346, 4816; 171, 172, 173 etc. 67'6 Emcraon Etc.
... 67 6
McMICHAEL M17, M72, M74 etc....
... 64 6
I'VE all types available V4 to V700 etc.
Postage and Packing for above L.O.T.s 3-. C.O.D. 2/6 extra.
Also available for all sets
SCAN COILS. Frame o p frame osc. transf., width linearity
coils, sound o p transf., mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol,
controls, line osc. transf., resistors, condensers, etc.
TUNER UNITS. Fireball, Pye Miniature, incremental, turrets,
channel coils, technical replacements service available.
C.R.T.s Rebuilt by long est. Nat. Co., New guns Guar. 12 months,
Mullard, Mazda, 14", 17", £4.5.0; Brimar, Emiscape, £4.15.0, 21",
£6.10.0, 110' 17/6 extra, carriage IO/-.
TAPE REC/CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads, Pinch Wheels,
Idlers, Motors for most British (incl. WALTER) and Continental.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular
models, clean, serviceable condition, turrets, transformers. etc.
ENQUIRIES invited, prices by return. C.O.D. despatch available.
I

*

MANOR

*

SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
(Callers: 589b, HIGH ROAD (nr Granville Rd), N. Finchley
N.12). Open all week incl. Sat., HIL 9118 (Day)

SPE 4032 (Eve.)

SAME

VALVES
l

CFTC

1A7111'

111.5.

7/6 6S4

II)5

618

IHSG'C
1N5GT
1E5

8h

195
1T4

I,.

6\50T

8/3 7B7

4/9
3/9
2/6
19/8
6/9

l

l'-1. 3.54.

NEW
31'1.

DAF91
el3 DAl'98
319

8/- DC090

.

3/9 ECF86 10/9 N108
8/-'ECH35 81- OD3
6/9 ECH42 8/3 OZ4

8/- ECH81
2/6 EC1,80

DF33
DF96

6/- ECLB'2

7Y4

111176

3/6 ECL86
4/- EF:i9

11F91

SERVICE
GUARANTEED

I/Aì91, DF91, DK91, III.92, III.W.

7C5
7C6
7117

7/9
7/9
5/9
5/1OLD13 7/6
12AT7 3/9

DAY

TESTED!

16/8'l'Il_'a
4/6

6/3 P1795
613 PC97

6/9'1

7/- PC`C84
9/-PCC89
3/9 PCF80

5/61U50

611061: 12/6 30F'L1
60t16
5/_ 301.1.9

9/6 EA F42

1013 1:1141

81- EM81

7/3 PE N36(4

4/- EM34

813

47

7/ì1'49

9/811152

6/9
D1177
21,
8/6IPC.F82
01181 12/8 EF41
6/9
3A5
4/8 PCF84 7/9
419 11K32
8/- EF.80
4110 12Al'7
3Q4
5/- l'l'p86 9/6
4/9 EF85
4/9 12AX7 4/9 DK91
384
l'CF805
4/3
111192
8/-1EF86 6/11
9/6
5/612117G'l'
3114
6/9
413 11'1.+-'
618 EF89
4/6 12K8I:'l' 8/9 111196
5174G
9/7/3 EF97
2/9 1'i'I.v3
51'3GT 513 12Q7(1'C 4/3 DL33
6/9 EPOS
2/8 1.1 ..4 8/5Z4G/G'l'8/- 1911(161/ 819 DL35
PCIL85
DI.4'1
EF183
7/6
8/8
4/9
1218.
6/30L'2 819 201.1
5/6 EL38
1119 PEN A4 6/6
13/8 111;14
6AL5
2/- 201'4
7/3 PE N383 9/8
ef- EL41
11/9 111.96
6AM6
2/9 201'5
5/- PEN3520
6A45
81- 25L6GT 4/9 11M70 4/11 EL84
15/DV.vi
5/6
8/9 EL95
CATO
4/- 251140T
8/- EM34 7/11PF.N4VA
6BA6
419
10/6 UVv7
12/8
418
C18
8191
9/6111A19,0 8/- EM80
E8

6611E830

I" J

413 1-2,1

15/-

.

e.

7/9

8/6
8/9

86

9/6
5/8
4/6

U54

819

1178

3/9
10/8/8

U191

U281
U291

9/-

11/9
7801
15/9
UABC80 5/9
UAF42 7/9
UBC41 8/8
(IBM 7/8
UBF80 61 1_BF89 8/9
11301

1171.84

8/-

1'1185

819

1'17F80
II Ph

818
718

13/6 F:1191
2/- EM87
5/6 30P4
1;g13
8/5/- BV -1
3/8 90"19 13/6 LIlr33
5/6 1' 1.82
81,14
9/- 30P LI 9/6IF:I1C41 7/8 EY80
5/6 PL83
6J7C
4/8130P1.13 10/9F.IIF80 8/- EZ40
EZ41
6/6 1'1.v4
11111,83
7/8
6K7G
1/61:311P1.1411/6
4/- I'S25
14/- EBF'89 6/- EZ80
6K70T 5/3 35.45
4/8 I' Y32
611811
4/8.351,0GT 8/8 F.Ii1:11 10/8 EZ/41
elf) FW4/500613 PY33
4/$2 Brun'
61:8GT 7/6 35W4
PVeO
GZ33
1418
3/9
3.9y.41:T
9/6
5/811EC/'.81
6P28
8/9 Pis'
6Q70
8/BIECC82 4/91iZ37
4/953KÚ
4/6 PY82
6Q7GT 7/9 AC/VP212/B.ECC83
7/- KT32
81- PY83
9/6 ECl'84 8/8 KT76
68L711T 4/9 1136

819

I1'Ilvl

7/-

1'I..v'2

1117fi

518
1218
318

6V6:

816 11177

218

9/8

2/9

7/-

6BJii

88N7GT 4/9 í'I.33

3191VI

6V6G'l'

6/6 1,:u '32

9/6 ECC85

12/6 ECFvl1
813

19'l',2

8/8IME140015/-jPY88
5/-:P4(800
7/8,MU71
213

-It'

4/11 T112

N1v

5/8

5/.

IrI'4Il,r.l
I

5/9 l'F".1
7/9

I

1.41

2
1

9/- l'1.44
1,1

5/3

5/9 r l41
5/- 1.1"v.i
5/9
7I3

Vtvlt
%77

616

7/8
9/9
7/3
813
71LW 813

7/919

RADIO
READERS TORQUAY

COLBERG PLACE, and at
I
STAMFORD HILL,
LONDON, N.16. STA 4587
24

1'1.:11'

GARDENS,
REDBRIDGE, ILFORD,
ESSEX. CRE 7441

85

Poet 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel Insured againei Damage in Transit 6d extra.

Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3 extra.

iv

PRACTICAL

TELEVISION

April, 1965

for everything in..
COMPLETELY

REBUILT,

RE -SCREENED, RE -ALUMINISED

TELEVISION TUBES

SUFFOLK & MIDLAND

LEAD THE WAY!

Regular buyers of Suffolk and Midland Tubes have learnt to rely on their outstanding quality.
Every tube guaranteed 12 months with proved PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY

PRICES FROM £4.10.0 EACH

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD
1

- WRITE

-

FOR BROCHURE

MIDLAND TUBES LTD

UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.I5

3

MANCHESTER

Tel: Vandyke 4304 5267

THE

OLDHAM ROAD

477 483

IO

Tel: Collyhurst 4412

LARGEST INDEPENDENT REBUI LDERS IN THE U.K

...

Essential `basic books for every serious enthusiast
BEGINNER'S GUIDE
TO COLOUR TELEVISION

- -

by Terence L. Squires
Covers: Colour Signals
Colour Transmission
Aerial Systems
Receiver Block Diagram
Controls etc. 128 pages, 58 diagrams. 15s.

--

-

Receiving -Domestic
SECAM Receiver

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO ELECTRONICS

-

-

-

-

Covers: Currents -Components -Basic Circuits-Test Instruments
Radar
Television
Electronics in Industry
Training etc. 192 pages.
128 line diagrams. ISs.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO

--

-

Covers: Circuits
Condensers

Tra'sistors etc.,

- -- -

Ohm's Law
Meters
Testing without Instruments
Radio Transmission
Valves
Reading a Circuit
III diagrams. 8s. 6d.

164 pages,

-.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TELEVISION

- -

-

-

--

Scanning and Persistence of Vision
Cathode-Ray Tubes
The Time base
Receiving and Transmitting Systems
The Television Camera
Explained
Tracing Faults
Colour TV
From 405 to 625 lines
Technical Terms etc., 128 pages, 63 illustrations. 8s. 6d.
Please send me by

-

-.

order here
return the following books:_.._..

Beginner's
Beginner's
Beginner's
Beginner's

Guide
Guide
Guide
Guide

to
to
to
to

Make

Colour Television
Electronics

sure

of

your

Radio

copies

Television

NOW.

Name

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS

Address

..

or, in case of difficulty simply send this order
form with remittance plus Is. postage to George
Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St.,
London, W.C.2

I

L

enclose remittance of

PT

4

65

N

E

WN

E S

